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Preface

Intelligent systems have been successfully developed in many domains over the
last years. The process of building such systems is based on techniques and tools
from the fields of knowledge engineering and software engineering, which have
influenced each other. Thus, declarative software engineering techniques have
been established in various areas, such as knowledge systems, logic programming,
constraint programming, and lately in the context of the Semantic Web.
The workshop on Knowledge Engineering and Software Engineering (KESE
2005) was held on September 11, 2005, at the 28th German Conference on Artificial Intelligence KI 2005 in Koblenz, Germany. The workshop wanted to bring
together researchers and practitioners from the fields of software engineering and
artificial intelligence. The intention was to give ample space for exchanging latest research results as well as knowledge about practical experience. The topics
of interest included the following:
– AI methods in software/knowledge engineering, such as engineering the Semantic Web, knowledge and experience management, declarative, logic-based
approaches, constraint programming, agent-oriented software engineering.
– Knowledge/software engineering methods in AI, such as database and knowledge base management in AI systems (knowledge systems, deductive databases), tools for intelligent systems, evaluation of intelligent systems (verification, validation, assessment), issues of maintenance, process models.
There have been 10 submissions to the workshop; 6 papers have been accepted as full papers, and 2 papers have been accpeted for short presentations. All of the 8 accepted papers are printed in this proceedings. The contributions demonstrate the interactions between knowledge engineering and software engineering research; they present approaches for experience management,
knowledge development and validation inspired by software engineering research,
knowledge applications, and ontologies/knowledge in software engineering.
The organizers would like to thank all who have contributed to the success
of the workshop: For the technical program we thank all authors for submitting
papers to the workshop, and we thank the members of the program commitee for
reviewing and collaboratively discussing the quality of the initial submissions.
Finally, we would like to thank the organizers of the German Conference on
Artificial Intelligence KI 2005 for the scheduling and the local arrangements.
August 2005

Joachim Baumeister and Dietmar Seipel
Workshop Organizers of KESE 2005
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Integrating Case-Based Reasoning and Experience
Factory: Case Studies and Implications
Klaus-Dieter Althoff & Jens Mänz
University of Hildesheim
Intelligent Information Systems
Marienburger Platz 22
D-31141 Hildesheim, Germany
althoff|maenz@iis.uni-hildesheim.de

Abstract: In the past many experience factory case studies and experiments have
been carried out. We summarize some development steps and research results that,
from our perspective, are important. We especially focus on the integration of experience factory and case-based reasoning and report on the respective benefits and
impacts of such a seamless integration.

Introduction
Knowledge management (KM) provides promising approaches to make software engineering (SE) more “knowledge-based“. Experience factory (EF) is such an approach for
which meanwhile many lessons learned are available. This contribution especially addresses the overlapping area of research of both artificial intelligence (AI) and SE. One
of our goals is to enable a closer cooperation between researchers and practitioners of
both fields. According to Kirn [Kir04] and Rombach [Rom04] this is a necessary and
important step but requires, among others, to learn how researchers/practitioners of the
respective “other” field think and work. With case-based reasoning (CBR) and EF an
integration is presented that exemplifies which kind of synergies can be achieved.
In the following we shortly survey EF as an approach with relevance for KM in SE focusing on the above mentioned integration perspective. After a short introduction of
CBR we explain the seamless integration of these AI and SE approaches that has been
achieved so far. We report on the benefits and impacts of such an integration together
some relevant evaluation results. Finally we mention some still open problems.

Experience Factory
Experience Factory is a logical and/or physical infrastructure for continuous learning
from experience. It includes an experience base (EB) for knowledge storage and knowledge reuse. The EF approach was introduced in the area of SE in the mid 1980s [Bas85,
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BR88]. A characteristic feature of an EF is the separation of learning and project organization. Practice showed that this is essential for supporting organizational learning
[BCR94a] (see also Fig. 1). EF bases on the quality improvement paradigm (QIP), a
goal-oriented learning cycle for the EB-based improvement of project planning, execution, and analysis/learning [BCR94b].
Project Organization
Project N
Project 1
Plan
1. Characterize
2. Set Goals
3. Choose Model

Project Team

Perform
4. Execute Project

Knowledge from past projects
Experience Engineer

Experience Base

Cases
General Knowledge
Feedback
Learn
5. Analysis
6. Packaging

Experience Factory

Fig. 1. Experience factory
The initial early example of an operational EF is the NASA SE Laboratory (SEL)
[RU89]. Meanwhile there are many EF applications in the USA as well as in Europe
(e.g., [Hal96], [HSW91], [Ses96], [HSW98], [Tau00], [LR03], [SH03], [Nic05]).
These successful EF applications, especially NASA SEL, motivated further research on
“learning software organizations”. This includes methods for build-up and operation of
an EF, the definition of the EF processes, roles, and responsibilities as well as EF implementation. The still most detailed method for EF/EB build-up including all the respective processes is described in [Tau00]. A current extension is provided by [Nic05].
From an EF perspective in the mid 1990s the basic approach was already introduced by
Basili, Rombach et al. With NASA SEL a very successful and established application
was available. In addition, there were also some other positive examples. Important
problems in the mid 1990s were how to implement an EB, how the necessary processes
for developing an EF/EB should look like in detail, as well as how experiments about
implementation issues could be carried out.

Case-Based Reasoning
Independent from the EF approach in the late 1970s and early 1980s in the area of cognitive science and AI, Schank and Kolodner [Sch82, Kol93] introduced CBR as an approach for modeling problem solving and learning of both humans and machines. In the
late 1980s and beginning 1990s this led to a focus of knowledge-based systems on experience, mostly taking the form of problem-solution cases [AP94, Bar87, Alt89, Aha99,
Alt01] (see also Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. CBR task-method decomposition [AP94]
Basing on the dynamic-memory-idea of Schank guaranteed the situatedness of the approach, which often led to a good user acceptance. Accordingly a number of commercial
tools and many real-life applications were developed (e.g., [Alt95, Ber03, Wat03]).
Important problems in the mid 1990s were how to systematically develop a CBR system,
how to operate it, how to integrate it into an industrial environment as well as how to
evaluate it.

Integrating Case-Based Reasoning and Experience Factory
Since both approaches EF and CBR deal with learning from experience they are obviously related. To our knowledge the first who mentioned that CBR could be used for EF
was Henninger [Hen95]. However, the key idea how to seamlessly integrate EF and
CBR was first mentioned by Althoff and Wilke, and then further detailed by Tautz and
Althoff [TA97, TA98, Alt98, Tau00]. The CBR task-method decomposition introduced
by Aamodt and Plaza [AP94], and later extended by [AA96, Alt97], describes on a certain level of abstraction how CBR systems work. The first level retrieve-reuse-reviseretain in Fig. 2 is also known as CBR cycle or CBR process model. The integration idea
is very simple but, nevertheless, was also very helpful: Interpret the methods within the
CBR task-method decomposition model organizationally. That is, in the first place consider them as tasks to be done by some human being, and which maybe partially supported by a software system. One important aspect here is that CBR, as originally being
introduced for modeling human problem solving and learning, can also be carried out by
human beings. So, in principle it was possible to enact the CBR task-method decomposition model by human beings.
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Fig. 3. Relating CBR and EF/QIP
As a consequence, CBR and EF/QIP became comparable (see Fig. 3). By this, the detailed knowledge on CBR processes elaborated in the CBR community provided a very
good starting point for describing the EF processes ([AP94], [AA96], [Alt97]). Based on
components of expertise from [Ste90], in Fig. 2 the CBR (sub)tasks are arranged in a
hierarchy. The respective CBR methods either define in what order to perform the subtasks of a task or how to perform a task that is not further decomposed (see [Alt97] for a
detailed description). In addition, access to knowledge is required that is needed to perform some task including both contents (domain knowledge) and pragmatic constraints
imposed on this domain knowledge. As already said, human-based execution of tasks
was the natural means to integrate CBR and QIP. Thus, with components of expertise a
framework for developing knowledge-based systems – here instantiated for CBR systems – was used for carrying out organizational learning. Of course, CBR was a first
natural implementation technology for this framework, that is, could easily be used to
automatically support the execution of the one or the other (sub)task.
Existing knowledge &
infrastructure
Maintenance

Goals

Running
„Going
Online“

Pilot

Subjects

Vision
Version 1

Implementation

Usage
& Filling
Modeling

Fig. 4. Goal-oriented CBR/EF systems
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For using this framework, Tautz [Tau00] developed the DISER method, a systematic,
detailed method for building integrated CBR/EF systems supporting both human-based
and computer-based task execution (see Fig. 4 for a rough overview). Based on its EF
part, DISER provided knowledge about how to organizationally embed an EF/CBR
system in commercial environments. This included the EF roles that base on experiences
with tasks and responsibilities from existing EF approaches:
•

The manager provides resources, defines strategic goals and initiates improvement programs. He determines the structure and content of the case base and
controls its quality.

•

The supporter is responsible for documenting new experiences and supporting
the project team. He collects and qualifies artifacts from the projects in accordance with the reuse criteria and the goals of the engineer. Upon request, he
supports the project team in retrieving and modifying the experience knowledge.

•

The engineer is responsible for packaging and analyzing existing experiences.
Together with the manager, he identifies new reuse criteria and, based on that,
acquires new cases. He analyzes the case base in order to detect (further) improvement potential.

•

The librarian is responsible for technical aspects like setting-up and maintaining the case base, storing, and publishing new cases.
User Interface
Data Entry &
Data Editing

Reports

Intelligent
Technologies

Maintenance
Interface
EbIS Maintenance
Support

Application Logic

Intelligent Technologies
Database Management System

Data Storage

Special EbIS tools
“Traditional” tools/systems/infrastructure

Fig. 5. Productline architecture for EF/EB systems
Again based on its EF part, DISER also included goal-oriented measurement and evaluation, an approach that is easily usable for evaluating CBR systems [NAT99, NF00].
From an AI perspective, the use of a systematic SE method like DISER led to an extension of the technology domain, that is, besides CBR also other search and repository
technologies became usable. This new technology domain is called “Experience-based
Information Systems” (EbIS). An EbIS is an information system that includes experiences (case-specific knowledge). In addition, the potential use of other (than CBR) AI
technologies was identified [RA04]. Some of the mentioned advantages have meanwhile
been confirmed by other research groups through the use of CBR in EF/SE as well as EF
in CBR/AI (e.g., [Hen95], [She03], [Gom04] as well as [Kal00], [Bar02], [Ber03]).
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From a SE perspective, the use of mature technology like CBR resulted in the introduction of systematic reuse into the EB development process, namely the software productline approach based on some product-line architecture [Nic05] (see Fig. 5). Based on
CBR technology a number of projects were carried out that brought to light some deficiencies of DISER concerning [Nic05]:
•

phase models and development strategies for a better integrability on the software process side;

•

solutions for “feedback loops” as well as experience life cycle models;

•

solutions for relating different types of knowledge/experience each represented
on a different level of granularity;

•

rapid application development approaches for a „cheap start“;

•

knowledge modeling approaches/guidelines for “scaling up”;

•

scalability of the underlying knowledge technology;

•

integrability of knowledge technology with traditional software system technology;

•

supporting maintenance as a knowledge-intensive task;

•

maintenance process;

•

decision support for maintenance;

•

acquisition method for maintenance knowledge;

•

maintenance enactment support (for optimizing the maintenance process);

•

business goal oriented method for running an EbIS;

•

relating maintenance to the goals of an EbIS to guide maintenance with evaluation;

•

availability of an evaluation plan and maintenance knowledge already for the
beginning of regular use for handling the to be expected continuous stream of
experience.

Integrating Case-Based Reasoning and Experience Factory: Case Studies and Implications
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Fig. 6. EbIS development process with DILLEBIS [Nic05]
Based on a lot of projects the DISER successor DILLEBIS [Nic05] (see also Fig. 6) has
overcome these deficiencies. The main advantages of DILLEBIS include its integration
into the respective work processes, feedback-based learning, evaluation-guided maintenance (see Fig. 7) as well as enabling a low-cost start in customer projects using EbIS
patterns and a product-line architecture (see Fig. 5). The product-line architecture helped
to introduce a number of variabilities with respect to search, storage, and maintenance
techniques.
Running an EbIS with DILLEBIS
corrections &
improvements

deployed &
running EbIS

development &
deployment

evaluation

evaluation
program

(incl. monitoring)

link for guidance

guidance

maintenance
knowledge

maintenance
EMSIG process and tools

Fig. 7. Running an EbIS with DILLEBIS [Nic05]

Benefits
Integrating EF and CBR resulted in various advantages. DISER/DILLEBIS generalized
from CBR Systems to EbIS, a newly defined type of information system that contains
experiences and is able to handle a (more or less) continuous „stream of experience“.
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DISER/DILLEBIS explicitly considers that an EbIS is embedded into a “lived” process.
Here DISER/DILLEBIS goes beyond other methods for CBR system development/maintenance (e.g., Inreca [Ber99], SIAM [RB00]). Such approaches strictly stay
within the “CBR domain”. They do not open up for other AI technologies, and do not
explicitly consider the task of embedding the developed software system into the respective business processes (e.g., maintenance approaches remain on technical level only).
DISER/DILLEBIS treats this business process with much more precision than these
other CBR system development methods do. In contrast to other CBR approaches that
mainly use classification accuracy oriented evaluation approaches from machine learning, DISER/DILLEBIS includes a goal-oriented measuring and evaluation approach for
knowledge bases that is more flexible and more appropriate for evaluating complete
software systems/components.
Since DISER/DILLEBIS generalized from the “CBR domain” to the “EbIS domain”,
one natural question is which technologies can contribute to EbIS development and
how? One idea is using supplementing AI technologies that naturally can extend CBR,
e.g., using machine learning techniques as part of the DISER method [Rec02]. Another
idea is using other AI technologies that naturally can substitute CBR, e.g., ontology
based knowledge modeling and retrieval, model based reasoning, and/or information
retrieval.

Evaluation
In [Tau00] an experiment was carried out that proved that DISER basically worked. The
EbIS approach (»using the EbIS«) was scientifically compared with the human-based
approach (»talking to colleagues«).
The experiment focused on a typical scenario within a Fraunhofer institute. Someone is
responsible for a new customer project and has to collect all important information about
the customer as well as about similar projects and/or customers.
The experiment showed:
•

Efficiency: The EbIS approach finds more useful guidelines and observations
per time period (in terms of both effort and duration).

•

Effectivity: The EbIS approach finds useful guidelines and observations not obtained by the human-based approach.

The experiment validated this in a statistically significant way. Thus, the result of the
experiment was to combine the human-based and the EbIS approach. The participants in
the experiment agreed: 28 out of 29 participants would apply both approaches in combination.

Integrating Case-Based Reasoning and Experience Factory: Case Studies and Implications

In the scope of [Nic05] a series of case studies was carried out where it was analyzed
how well the modeling related parts of DISER/DILLEBIS were, especially with respect
to maintenance. The goal was to evaluate the initial concepts of the EbIS development
method. Two role playing games were carried out with seven students each with nearly
identical design 1 . The context was a company for developing CBR applications called
X-CBR that is a few years old and can be viewed as an SME.
The task was following: X-CBR management decided that an EF on CBR projects
should be developed, because this would enable X-CBR to better manage their knowledge on their core competence „CBR applications“.
Lecturers and students took over the roles of the EF and the X-CBR organization. Within
the lecture the initial modeling of the EbIS was carried out. At the end of the lecture(s) a
final questionnaire had to be filled out. In addition, a feedback meeting was carried out.
The following results were achieved:
•

The initial modeling was completed within 180 min (2 lectures of 90 min each)

•

The case study provided a lot of valuable experience for an initial workshop
with a financial services company.

•

During the case study it came out that DISER/DILLEBIS needed a phase concept which was introduced directly after the case study.

Further evaluation results can be found in [Tau00], [Nic05], and [Rec04].

Impact and Outlook: Planned Research Activities
The authors are convinced that the integration of SE and AI methods and techniques will
be a very important future research task.
We shortly reported about the integration of CBR and EF and about the application of
software product-lines to EF/CBR systems (EbIS). The authors believe that software
product-lines and EF/CBR have to be seamlessly integrated with a specific focus on the
knowledge aspects. The more general case here is to integrate software product-lines
with knowledge-based systems, which leads to what we call a “knowledge-line” (“Wissenslinie”) 2 . We plan to realize software architectures for such knowledge-lines based
multi-agent system technology because this allows to have the flexibility that will be
required for future information systems. CBR/EF will be used for implementing the
respective agents, which leads to a hierarchical, mixed software-agent-/human-based EF,
where each agent is embedded in a “digital EF” and the multi-agent-based software
product-line will be an EF of (digital) EFs.

1
2

Further role playing games took place with similar design in other lectures/semesters.
For a motivation of such an integration see, for example, [Bib04] and/or [RA04].
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How to integrate more knowledge into software product-lines and their supporting processes has been addressed by various authors [DM05, Sch04, Mut05, Bay05]. Some first
ideas about knowledge-lines can be found in [DA04]. An example for using multi-agent
system technology for CBR is given by [Pla05].
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Abstract. This work describes a proposal for the development of knowledge-based
systems (KBS) using the Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach for the development of software systems, proposed by the Object Management Group. The aim of this
proposal consists on the application of the MDA technology as a framework to carry out
the automatic transformations from conceptual models at knowledge level, commonly
used in knowledge engineering, to design models at symbolic level, commonly used in
software engineering, and finally to code. This approach allows the development of KBS
using a more systematic and automatized process.

1

Introduction

Knowledge Engineering (KE) is a discipline in Artificial Intelligence which objective is to provide methods and tools for constructing knowledge-based systems
(KBS) in a systematic and controllable way [1]. Like Software Engineering (SE)
deals with the application of engineering to software development, KE deals
with the application of engineering to knowledge-based software development.
Actually, SE and KE are parallel disciplines; many SE techniques have been
successfully applied to KE and vice versa.
Nowadays, KE deals with the problem of KBS development as a modeling
process. This modeling process consists on the specification of knowledge, which
is used for the resolution of a complex problem within an application domain.
In order to carry out this process, a development methodology that guarantees
the creation of well-formed models is needed.
The present-day methodologies for KBS development offer a set of activities and techniques that permits to make the analysis and conceptual modeling
phases adequately3 . Several conceptual modeling languages are available to facilitate the modeling activity at conceptual level, that is, ignoring implementation
issues [1].
Some of the more used methodologies are CommonKADS [3], MIKE [4] and
PROTÉGÉ-II [5]. CommonKADS is currently one of the most used methodologies for KBS development and it is widely referred in the literature. Its approach
3

In works of Studer [1] and Palma [2] a detailed revision of KE methodologies is presented
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for building KBS starts from the organizational or contextual analysis, covering
project management, knowledge modeling, design and implementation of the final system, taking in mind reusability and quality control issues. CommonKADS
provides practitioners with the Conceptual Model Language (CML) [6] to perform the conceptual modeling at knowledge level of the system to develop. A
conceptual model at knowledge level, or simply knowledge model, supplies a
specification of the knowledge necessary to solve a complex task in an application domain without making reference to implementation issues, in accordance
with the goal of autonomy and independence of computation levels proposed by
Newell [7]. This knowledge consists on static domain knowledge (rules, concepts,
relations) and reasoning strategies (task, problem solving methods) which use
that domain knowledge in order to solve a specific problem [8]. That is how the
expert knowledge takes shape in the conceptual model which will be turned into
a software system.
Conceptual modeling languages have been used to develop reusable models
libraries containing collections of knowledge intensive tasks. These tasks are
described in an independent of application domain manner, in order to make
task reutilization easier [9].
However, KE methodologies, and in particular CommonKADS, lack of a
rigorous discipline to direct the transition from conceptual model to system design: the relationship between conceptual model elements (task, problem solving methods, ontologies,...) and components in the design model is not wellestablished.
The experience of the research group for in the application of CommonKADS
within the development of several KBS in different application domains, as
medicine [10] and agriculture [11], makes clear the necessity of applying techniques which are not provided by the methodology, in order to make easier the
transformation from conceptual models to design models.
In the SE world, the problem of defining design models from conceptual
models is solved and there are several techniques and approaches for system
design which are sufficiently tested and validated, such as design patterns [12],
frameworks [13], component based development [13], and so on. Among these
approaches stands out the Object Management Group (OMG) initiative called
Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [14]. MDA defines an approach to software
development based on modeling and allows the definition and execution of transformations from one model to another in an automated way.
The application of the MDA approach allows the development of KBS using
a more systematic and automated process. The goal of this proposal consists
on providing a framework to carry out the transition from conceptual models at
knowledge level, written in a KE modeling language as CML, to design models of
the system under development, using a SE modeling language as UML (Unified
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Modelling Language) [15]. Later, the design models will be implemented on a
specific platform, usually a KBS development tool.
The structure of this work is as follows: in Section 2 basic elements of MDA
are summarized. Section 3 describes the whole proposal of MDA application to
KBS development. Section 4 presents a detailed description of the transformations that compose the proposal. Finally the conclusions and future works are
presented.

2

The Model Driven Architecture

The Model Driven Architecture4 is a framework for software development defined by the OMG. Key to MDA is the importance of models in the software
development process, which is driven by the activity of modeling the system [14]
[16].
The first model that MDA defines is a model with a high level of abstraction
that is independent of any implementation technology. This is called a Platform
Independent Model (PIM). Next step in the development consists on transforming the PIM into one or more Platform Specific Models (PSMs). A PSM specifies
the system in terms of the implementation constructs that are available in one
specific implementation technology. For example, a relational database PSM is
a model of the system in terms of “table”, “column”, “foreign key”, and so on.
The final step in the development is the transformation from PSM to code. This
transformation is relatively straightforward because a PSM is a model directly
related to its platform technology.
An essential element within MDA is model transformation, which consists
on the process of converting one model to another model of the same system in
a different abstraction level: from PIM to PSM and from PSM to code. MDA
tools allow these transformations to be automated and executed by tools, as
shown in figure 1.

PIM-PSM
Transformation

PIM

PSM-Code
Transformation

PSM

Code

Fig. 1. The basic steps in the MDA development process

The MDA approach is relatively new and current tools are not sophisticated
enough to provide the transformations from PIM to PSM and from PSM to code
4

http://www.omg.org/mda
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for one hundred percent. Important efforts are dedicated to obtain improvements
on the results. Lots of MDA development are available now from many vendors,
such as AndroMDA5 , OptimalJ 6 , and ArcStyler 7 .
The main elements of the MDA framework are a set of OMG standards. In
general, the term Model Driven Development (MDD) [17] is used for represent
this approach in software development process without the need to follow the
standards. The core infrastructure of MDA is defined by OMG the following
OMG standards:
– Unified Modeling Language (UML) [15] is used as a general purpose modeling
language;
– the Meta Object Facility (MOF) [18] defines a common, abstract language
for the specification of metamodels;
– XML Metadata Interchange (XMI)[19] is the standard that maps MOFcompliant models to eXtensible Markup Language (XML);
– Query/Views/Transformations (QVT) [20] is an up coming standard that
specifies how transformation definitions can be written.
As well as these standards, OMG defines a four-level metamodel hierarchy
[15] in software systems modeling. The meta-metamodeling layer, referred to
as M3, has the responsibility of defining the language for specifying metamodels, that is, languages for specifying models. MOF is an example of a metametamodel. A metamodel is an instance of a meta-metamodel, meaning that
every element of the metamodel is an instance of an element in the metametamodel. At the metamodel layer, often referred to as M2, languages for
specifying models are defined. UML and the Common Warehouse Metamodel
(CWM) are examples of metamodels. A model is an instance of a metamodel.
The model layer, M1, contains user models of concrete systems, in a wide variety
of problem domains, such as software, business processes, and so on. Finally, the
metamodel hierarchy bottom level is M0, which contains the run-time instances
of model elements defined in a model.
Table 1 describes the levels in the modeling hierarchy and an example of
the elements that take part in each layer in two modeling languages: UML and
CommonKADS.

3

KBS development with MDA

The main goal in this work is the application of MDA to approach the transformation from conceptual models at knowledge level, typical of KE, to design
5
6
7

http://www.andromda.org
http://www.optimalj.com
http://www.arcstyler.com
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Table 1. MOF four-level metamodel hierarchy applied to UML and CK
Level Description
M3 MOF
M2 Metamodels, instances
of MOF elements
M1 Models, instances of M2
elements
M0 The system, objects and
data, instances of M1
elements

UML Modeling
MOF Class
Class, Attribute, Association, ...
Client, Name, Invoice, ...
C1: Client
Name = “Jose”
Address = “Main St.”
...

CommonKADS Modeling
MOF Class
Task, Task-Method, Inference, Dynamic Role, ...
Diagnosis, Causal-covering, select,
hypothesis, ...
aDiagnosis: Diagnosis
Complaint = “High temperature”
Hypothesis = “Viral Infection”
Findings = “fever”, “sweat”

models at symbolic level, typical of SE. MDA provides the framework to perform this transformation, with the advantage that MDA tools can execute these
transformations in a automatic way.
The Figure 2 describes the general framework of our proposal. The process
is divided into three main steps. The development starts with the specification
of the conceptual model of the system under study. This conceptual model is
expressed in a KE language, as CML (source model). Transformation T1 deals
with the first step of converting the source CML model into an equivalent model
written in a MDA compliant notation, normally UML (target model). In T1,
source and target models are conceptual models so both of them are platform
independent. The source model is a textual model written in CML notation,
and the target model follows the CML metamodel defined with MOF, so it is
a MDA compliant model; thus, it could be edited in a MDA tool and saved in
XMI format.
KE result

SE result

Conceptual
Modeling
Language
CML

MOF
Metamodel
of CML

Language
used

Conceptual model in
a domain (PIM):
- Medical Diagnosis
- Computer Design
- ...

T1
PIM-PIM

Language
used

Conceptual
Model
(PIM)
MOF compliant

T2
PIM-PSM

Platform
Specific
Metamodel:
EJB, CORBA,
KBS Tool, ...

Language
used

Design Model
(PSM)

T3
PSM-Code

Implementation
Platform(s):
KBS Tool

Language
used

Code

Fig. 2. MDA applied to KBS development

Once the PIM is expressed in a language defined by a MOF metamodel, from
this point forward the process is a typical MDA framework. In the second step,
the T2 transformation takes care of converting the PIM obtained in the previous
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step into one PSM (or several). This PSM is a design model taking into account
the characteristics of the implementation platform used for the system.
The last step in the development using MDA is the PSM to code transformation. This transformation, called T3 in the proposal, is relatively direct because
a PSM is a model very close to its implementation platform [16].

4

Model transformations

This section describes the transformations presented in the proposal in detail.
As shown in Figure 2, the proposed transformations are based on source and
target metamodels. A model transformation describes how each element (or set
of elements) defined in the metamodel of the source language are transformed
into one or several elements in the target language [16].
4.1

PIM to PIM transformation T1

The source language in T1 transformation is CML8 , the semi-formal language
proposed in CommonKADS for the specification of conceptual models at knowledge level.
CML allows the definition of task knowledge, ontologies and domain concepts, and inference models. CML has a textual nature; its abstract grammar is
defined in EBNF (Extended Backus-Naur Form). Additionally, CommonKADS
provides a graphical notation equivalent to CML that complements it but is
easier to understand than the textual notation.
As example, Figure 3 presents a fragment of the inference model that performs the task propose-therapeutic-objectives, with is part of the knowledge
model for the task therapy administration in agriculture [11].
OBSERVATION MODEL
SELECT

CASE

THRESHOLDS

PARAMETERS
SELECT
PARAMETER

SELECT

obtain

THRESHOLD

VALUE

COMPARE

THERAPEUTIC
OBJECTIVES
SELECT
INSTANCE
DIFFERENCE

TASK-METHOD model-driven-monitoring
REALIZES: propose-therapeutic-objectives
CONTROL STRUCTURE:
select (case -> parameters);
FOR EACH parameter IN parameters
select (parameter -> threshold)
obtain(parameter-> value);
compare (thereshold + value -> discrepancy);
IF discrepancy == true
THEN select-instance(case + discrepancy -> elemental-problem)
therapeutic-objectives := therapeutic-objectives
ADD elemental problem;
END IF
END FOR EACH
END TASK-METHOD model-driven-monitoring

Fig. 3. Graphical inference diagram (left) and the equivalent textual CML definition (right) [11]

CML is not a modeling language compliant with MDA standards because it
is as textual notation defined by means of an EBNF grammar. The original defi8

http://www.swi.psy.uva.nl/projects/kads22/#cml2
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nition of CML must not be used as independent platform modeling language in a
MDA tool. In order to use CML as modeling language in the MDA framework,
it is necessary to specify CML by means of the MDA standard for modeling
language specification, that is, MOF. Therefore, we should represent CML as a
metamodel expressed in MOF.
CML metamodel in MOF constitutes the target language in T1 transformation. Figure 4 describes the frame of this transformation.
Not MDA compliant

MDA compliant

M3
(metametamodels)

EBNF

MOF

M2
(metamodels)

CML
abstract syntax

M1
(models)

T1

CML
Metamodel

CML
Model

CML
Model

Fig. 4. T1 Transformation description

As part of this proposal, the CML metamodel has been developed in MOF.
Nevertheless, the whole metamodel description has not been included in this
paper because of the limited number of pages. An example of the MOF four-level
metamodeling architecture applied to the CML modeling language is presented
in Figure 5.

M3
MOF

MOF Class

<<instance of>>

M2
CML Metamodel

Task

<<instance of>>

+input 1..*

DynamicRole

+output 1..*
<<instance of>>

M1
User
model

<<task>>

<<instance of>>

+inputRole

Diagnosis

<<instance of>>

<<DynamicRole>>

Complaint

1..*

+outputRole
1..*

<<instance of>>

M0
Run-time
instances

<<DinamicRole>>

Hypothesis

<<instance of>>

<<instance of>>
<<instance>>

<<instance>>

aDiagnosis

<<instance>>

aComplaint

aHypothesis

high temperature

viral infection

Fig. 5. MOF four-level metamodeling architecture applied to the CML
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The CML metamodel is defined in M2. It represents all the elements used in
CML as instances of MOF elements (class, attributes, relations, ...). As example,
a first class element in CML modeling as task is represented as an instance of
MOF class in the metamodel. Knowledge models are specified in M1 level using
the elements defined in the CML metamodel.
A prototype of CML editor has been generated from the metamodel using
Eclipse 9 and Octopus OCL tool 10 . The editor GUI appearance is shown in Figure
6. Moreover, a CML import component has been incorporated to the prototype.
This module allows importing original CML models expressed in textual syntax and transforming them to the XML notation used by the editor. SableCC 11
parser generator has been used to implement this import module, which constitute a functional prototype of T1 transformation.

Fig. 6. CML Editor prototype

4.2

PIM to PSM transformation T2

Source model in T2 trasnformation is a CML MOF compliant model (PIM),
and target model is one or serveral PSMs. This transformation obtains a new
model, the platform specific model, which is equivalent to the source platform
independent model, but in a low abstraction level, because it includes platform
specific characteristics.
9
10
11

http://www.eclipse.org
http://www.klasse.nl/english/research/octopus-intro.html
http://sablecc.org/
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In order to propose the T2 target platform, it is necessary to choose the
architecture for the final system and the KBS development environment used
for implement it.
In relation to the system architecture, it is possible to design the KBS as a
traditional business application, using a three layered architecture: persistence,
business logic, and user interface. Other possibilities are a Model View Controller
(MVC) architecture, or a web service architecture.
Nowadays, KBS are usually developed as components or modules integrated
inside wider information systems. These systems incorporate traditional information management functionalities and “intelligent” decision support functionalities, last ones are provided by the KBS component. This kind of systems,
which integrate knowledge based components and non-knowledge based components, are called hybrid systems [21]. As first proposal, we consider that a three
layered architecture is the best for KBS being part of hybrid systems, because
this architecture permits a better integration with the whole system.
As regards the KBS development environment, in the market exist a wide
variety of KBS tools, each one with specific characteristics about knowledge
representation techniques, inference methods, heuristics for problem solving, and
so on. Examples of implementation technologies used for KBS development are
ARTEnterprise 12 , G2 13 and JESS 14 . These environments provide integration
possibilities with standards platforms as CORBA, Java J2EE, or .Net.
Target PSM or PSMs (a PSM for layer in the architecture) are obtained
enriching the PIM with annotations for the target platforms. For example, the
PSM for persistence layer includes specific elements related to relational data
bases, and the PSM for business logic layer would include annotations related
to J2EE and JESS.

5

Conclusions and future works

This work presents a proposal for the application of MDA framework to knowledge engineering. This proposal expects to fill the gap knowledge engineering
methodologies have, in particular the CommonKADS methodology, between
conceptual models at knowledge level and design models at symbolic level.
The proposed models and transformations constitute a suitable framework
for KBS development. Once conceptual models at knowledge level are specified,
the application of successive transformations allows obtaining the KBS design
and code in a (semi)automated way.
The proposal is a work in progress. In order to validate de CML metamodel,
a CML editor prototype has been generated automatically using a MDA tool.
12
13
14

http://www.mindbox.com
http://www.gensym.com
Java Expert System Shell. http://herzberg.ca.sandia.gov/jess
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This prototype includes a module which executes the transformation T1. This
module has been implemented using a parser generator in Java.
The implementation of T2 and T3 transformations using MDA tools is contemplated as future work. Moreover, it is planned the adaptation of the CommonKADS development process so that it will provide models and MDA transformations proposed. As advantages is important to point out the productivity
improvement, thanks to the application of automatic transformations between
models, and a maintenance and documentation easier, because conceptual models really describe the final system.
As future work is planned too the integration of CML models with models
specified in other languages, with the aim of importing ontologies created in
OWL [22] or RDF [23] languages commonly used in ontology engineering and
the Semantic Web [24].
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Abstract. Unlike the research on Case–Based Reasoning systems, the research on rule
base validation and refinement has not established a generic process model yet. The basic drawbacks of current rule base validation and refinement systems are the missing
employment of a global optimization procedure to find the best overall rule base refinements and the lack of any validation facility for interactive rule trace validation that
maps all cases to their correct solution. This paper introduces an innovative two stage
validation process, which involves (1) a formal rule refinement technology, (2) an interactive rule trace validation and (3) a global optimization approach to the selection of the
optimal rule base refinements. Since the first validation step provides, besides the preliminary rule base refinement, an estimation of the competence regions for the involved
validators, the second rule trace validation step can gain the advantage of having the
selected most competent validators for final rule trace evaluation. After a description of
both the input–output validation and the rule trace validation, four generic validation
process variants are classified along with their application characteristics.

1

Introduction

A study of the current state of the art in the area of rule base validation reveals that there is no satisfactory standard although reviewers requested high–
performance validation procedures in the eighties already. Actually, the available
commercial tools as well as the published process approaches to the development
of industrial rule bases are not process adequate [3, 5].They do not contain any
validation module providing a generic validation interface [15]. Publications on
rule revision so far did not consider this research in the context of a general
model for the industrial validation processes. In order to come up with an appropriate framework, we present a functional analysis of the rule base validation
and refinement problem and propose a two stage process for rule base validation
and refinement.
The next section focuses a functional analysis of the rule base validation and
rule base refinement process. This discussion also reveals existing research gaps.
Then we present a suitable two stage rule base validation process which enables
four process variants [10]. After a global description of the entire process the
two stages input–output validation (I/O validation) and rule trace validation
are explained in more detail in a section each. Finally, four generic validation
process variants will be discussed.
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Functional Analysis of the Validation Process

Rule base refinement is different from the knowledge acquisition in the extent
to which new domain knowledge is collected. Knowledge acquisition aims at
making a rule–based system competent by acquiring new knowledge in the form
of rules step by step. The output of the knowledge acquisition phase is a working
rule–based system which needs to be revisited further in order to cope with the
most difficult cases. So knowledge refinement does not start from scratch, it
rather aims at coming up with the best rule base yielding the most considerable
performance possible. Failures recognized during the refinement phase should
not lead to the acquisition of new rules or to the removal of faulty rules, but to
the correction of existing rules. While in the initial knowledge acquisition stage
the expert system performance grows with the number of rules in the rule base,
in the refinement phase more performance is activated primarily by refinement
operations improving existing rule traces without adding new rules or removing
faulty rules. The central purpose of rule refinement systems is to find a minimal
refinement so that the falsified reasoning paths get valid rule traces.
The classical rule refinement system is the single case analysis system Teiresias [4]. In order to fix recognized reasoning failures, Teiresias interactively
guides the validator through the faulty rule trace for the processed case knowledge. So the domain expert can modify rules that appeared to be faulty in the
wrong inference chain for the input case under examination. Unfortunately, approaches like these don’t identify the impact of relevant rule refinements in other
cases of the examined case base (side effect problem).
A system that performs multiple case analysis is Seek/Seek2 [6]. It collects
statistical performance information about all rules of the validated rule base in
order to suggest the domain expert appropriate rule refinements. This meta–
knowledge is processed by greedy heuristics which enable Seek2 to determine
whether any faulty rule should be generalized or specialized. However, it has
been shown that this refinement dichotomy is incomplete. Besides the refinement
classes generalization and specialization, there is a third refinement class called
contextualization [8], which is different from both. Moreover, Seek2 does not
validate the correctness of the refined intermediate reasoning traces. It does
check for the right input–output inferences, but the intermediate conclusions
might be wrong.
Some authors proposed a refinement technique which works without validating intermediate rules. Their systems analyze the I/O relations in a direct
way. In the VM system [10, 11], these one-shot rules are finally retranslated
along with rules which infer intermediate conclusions. On the one hand, it is
reasonable to shorten these (potentially long) one-shot rules by utilizing intermediate inferences. On the other hand, the rules which infer intermediate
conclusions themselves are not subject of validation. So the refined rule base
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models a correct I/O behavior, but the reasoning chains might still be wrong
after the retranslation procedure.
Ginsberg published a theory revision approach Reduced Theory Learning
System (Rtls) [7]. Here, the term reduction means that a deep rule base is to be
transformed into a flat one, whereas the reverse process is called retranslation.
However, today there is no exact retranslation procedure. The performed relaxed
retranslation step can not ensure that the refined rules are acceptable from the
semantic point of view. Furthermore, structural anomalies can be introduced
by this relaxed retranslation procedure [15]. Based on this insight, Zlatareva
developed a retranslation–free refinement system called VVR [15].
A relevant development to be mentioned is the Scottish Aberdeen research
tool KrustWorks / KrustTool [14, 1]. The refinement algorithm central
to this family also applies a hill–climbing search. Although it generates many
refined KBSs designed to fix each incorrect example, it then chooses the refined
KBS with the highest accuracy on the training examples as the input KBS for
the next iteration of the algorithm. The result is that refinement tools are dogged
by the standard hill–climbing problem of getting caught in local maxima.
To sum up, most of the current multiple case analysis systems are performing
I/O validation only. Unlike rule trace validation, the I/O validation is not facing
the validity of intermediate conclusions. Exceptions are research systems like
CLIPS-R [13] and CR2 [12], but they also do not perform an optimal rule base
refinement and complete rule trace validation which covers all cases of the examined case base. Moreover, well–known systems like Teiresias, Seek2, Rtls,
VVR or KrustWorks do not check for the significant competence domains of
the responsible validators. For the estimation of the competence domains of the
involved validators, Knauf introduced a case–based validation approach to rule
bases [10, 11]. A characteristic of this methodology is the case associated competence estimation for each involved validator [11]. A systematic classification
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Fig. 1. Classification of current approaches to the revision and refinement of rule bases.

of the current rule base refinement and revision approaches has already been
presented in figure 1.
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The Two Stage Validation Process for Rule Bases

In order to come up with a precise terminology, we introduce the following definition of the technical term rule base validation: Rule Base Validation is the
process of proving and ensuring that the reasoning path (rule trace, inference
chain) and the output of the rule–based inference system is equivalent to those
of the examining domain experts when given the same case input. The case–
related validation of the output is termed I/O validation; the validation of the
inference path is termed rule trace validation. Falsified outputs as well as falsified reasoning paths should activate rule base revision and rule base refinement
procedures eliminating existing bugs.
Symptomatic for the present state of the art in rule base validation and revision is that there is no accepted general framework which structures the entire
rule base validation and refinement process into several problem solving stages.
In fact, there are real stages which differ from each other by their character as
well as by the opportunity and degree of computational support. The developers of Seek/Seek2, for instance, as well as the developer of KrustWorks
/ KrustTool did not discuss the entire evaluation process in detail [1, 6, 14].
Instead of this, the reader is faced with an ideal validator assumption. Due to
the need of a practical framework, a two stage validation process for rule bases
is introduced now.
In general, the validation – refinement loop of current systems typically realizes an I/O validation without any proof that the refined intermediate rule
traces are semantically acceptable for the validator. Hence, for the validation of
rule bases a flexible two stage model as illustrated in figure 2 is proposed here.
Both stages can perform independent from the other one either I/O validation
or rule trace validation. The validation process shown in figure 2 is flexible concerning the extent to which rule base validation is to be executed, because the
user should be able to decide at both stages whether I/O validation or rule base
validation may be performed. In this way, the entire validation process can be
adapted to particular requirements (e.g. time limit) as well as to additional user
demands (e.g. cost limit). We will list some pros and cons of the process variants below after an explanation of both the input–output validation and the rule
trace validation.

4

Input–Output Validation

It is crucial to ensure that the identification and the announcement of reasoning
faults is not mixed with the direct rule revision process, because this detachment
is a prerequisite for an optimization on the validator group level as well as
on the overall rule base refinement level. If bugs are known, some appropriate
refinements can be obtained in a direct way from the responsible validator or by
using a rule refinement generator – for example, a system like Stalker [2].
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Fig. 2. The two stage validation and refinement process for rule bases

Unfortunately, systems like these do not offer any concept which selects the
best professional potential for the identification of reasoning failures although it
is well-known that the competence of human validators differs. Thus, we have
to ensure that the best validator performance is made available, and that the
resulting validation protocols are interpreted in an optimal way. This is possible
by implementing a generic validation interface. The proposed generic validation
interface is not just suited to collect and to acquire fault–related information, it
also delivers a competence judgement for each involved validator.
Hence, the I/O validation methodology in [10] includes a competence assessment for each of the involved expert validators. This approach to assess every
case solution is characterized by (1) collecting the experts’ and the rule–based
system’s individual solution (whereby each validator has the opportunity to
answer unknown in case of incompetence), (2) checking the correctness of each
solution by each validator (whereby each validator has the opportunity to answer
norating in case of admitted incompetence), and (3) estimating the individual
sureness of each assessment. Based on this information an estimation of (1) the
validator’s sure knowledge while providing a case solution, (2) the validator’s
consistency with his/her judgement, (3) the validator’s stability, and finally (4),
an estimation of the validator competence is computed.
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The developed rule revision technique is also part of this validation technique. It forms the last of these five steps and closes the loop of each cycle. The
subsequent retranslation step does not change anything in the input–output behavior of the revised rule base. It also makes it easier to understand and to
interpret the rules. The rule base revision outlined above is characterized by
the following features: (1) For each examined input case an optimal solution
(case output) is determined.3 (2) For each rule, a rule validity is calculated. (3)
Each rule that infers a final conclusion can be associated to at least one most
competent validator. (4) For each final conclusion rule, at least one particular
rule trace can be determined. So it is easy to attach information about the most
competent validator(s) to a rule that infers a final output. A final rule is usually
responsible for multiple cases. Each case has an optimal solution that is provided
by at least one validator [10]; this validator or these validators are considered
the most competent one(s). Since intermediate rules may contribute to several
final conclusions, there might be several experts who have to inspect the rule
in the context of their different expertise with respect to the case sets they are
most competent for (high density validation).

5

Rule Trace Validation

The rule trace validation checks all intermediate and all final expert system
conclusions and can be executed within the first validation stage as well as
within the second validation stage.
An output of the first validation stage is an estimation of the significant competence domains of the involved validators enabling the selection of the present
best ones. Hence the second validation stage can work with validators who are
employed within their significant competence regions, i.e., for the evaluation of
cases they are recognized as the best experts. These very best validators may perform the rule trace validation and reveal the remaining reasoning faults within
these traces. In particular, they have to check the reasoning path of processed
cases for wrong or missing intermediate conclusions by using the validation interface. They should also recognize whether or not the derived set of intermediate
and final conclusions is complete and correct. After the rule trace validation step,
every intermediate and final conclusion of the examined problem case received
a validity flag: valid or falsified [9]. This is the basis for the subsequent overall
optimization of the rule base refinement step which yields a refinement selection
problem that has not been solved by other authors yet.
Figure 3 outlines a proposed generic multi–level validation interface for intermediate and final conclusions. The conclusions are mouse–sensitive so that
the validator can mark a certain intermediate or final conclusion that is not
3

This is the solution which gained the maximal agreement by the responsible validation panel.
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Symbol Meaning:
• valid inference
◦ invalid inference

• hypothesis h1
···
◦ hypothesis h12
···
• hypothesis h79
• hypothesis h80
···
• hypothesis h94
···
• hypothesis h121
◦ hypothesis h122
···
• hypothesis h164
···
• hypothesis h240

• final conclusion o1
···
◦ final conclusion o17
···
• final conclusion o188

Fig. 3. Generic validation interface for intermediate and final conclusions

valid in his eyes. In the example of figure 3, the hypotheses h12 , h122 , and the
output o17 are marked as invalid. Based on these marks provided by the validator, the validation system is able to identify the faulty rules. By indicating a
certain rule, the user should have the opportunity to turn to a single rule evaluation mode to mark valid and invalid conditions within a rule [9]. Thus, the
multi–level validation interface should offer a top–down approach: first, invalid
conclusions are marked and secondly, the particular guilty rule can be inspected
by the validator.
Refinement approaches so far did not integrate an overall optimization procedure for the selection of the best normal, conflicting, and alternative rule refinements. So Kelbassa [8] introduced a binary Operations Research approach
to establish a mathematical standard for rule base refinement. This optimization
concept is applicable to any rule base refinement selection problem. It involves
the formation of a linear binary integer maximization problem to be solved by
an Operations Research procedure. The mathematical basis of it is an analysis of the rule refinement relations, which can be classified as (1) Normality,
(2) Conflicts, and (3) Alternatives, which can be (3a) Simple Alternatives, (3b)
Subsumption, or (3c) Synergy.
Normality The optimization of a normal refinement selection problem is
the simplest setting of the corresponding optimization problem: it consists of
the binary objective function only and does not have to meet any constraints
with respect to refinement conflicts and possible refinement alternatives. The
elements of the linear objective function are the binary decision variables for the
given rule refinement heuristics and the gain values of each refinement heuristic.
Each refinement heuristic RH groups several elementary refinements together in
order to obtain the correction of a certain case set. For every refinement heuristic
set consisting of various refinement heuristics, we can define appropriate binary
decision variables xj ∈ {0, 1} (j ∈ IN ), where the optimization result xj = 1
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indicates an optimal refinement heuristic xj to be executed, whereas xj = 0
indicates the opposite. All rule refinement heuristics RH of any given finite
refinement heuristic set are representable by gj · xj (j ∈ IN ) pairs, where gj is
the validation case gain, for instance, the number of cases which are corrected by
a certain refinement heuristic. Thus we get the following generic linear objective
vector:
M aximize

n
X

gj · xj

(j = 1, . . . , n; j ∈ IN ; xj ∈ {0, 1})

j=1

Conflicts For conflicting refinement heuristics we have to define a selection
relation which selects one element out of a given set of n elements. This is the
One–Of disjunction: (
1 , if ∃j ∗ : xj ∗ = 1 ∧ ∀j 6= j ∗ : xj = 0; j, j ∗ ∈ {1, .., n}
One-Of(x1 , .., xn ) =
0 , else
The One–Of(x1 , .., xn ) disjunction ensures that the involved refinement
heuristics exclude each other so that maximal one can be selected as the optimal one by x(·) = 1. For conflicting refinement heuristics, it is sufficient to use
One–Of disjunctions.
Alternatives Simple alternative refinement heuristics have the feature that
there are at least two refinement heuristics for any given falsified case set C(·) .
For the selection of simple alternatives, there are two different relations. Let gj
(j ∈ IN ))be the validation gain of any rule refinement heuristic RH for which
the k ∈ IN simple alternatives gj1 , . . . , gjk (j, j1 , . . . , jk ∈ IN ) exist, i.e. there are
k alternatives for any gj · xj having the same validation gain and it is sufficient
to execute only one for gj · xj . This refinement relation is
Alt1 = {gj = gj1 = . . . = gjk |One-Of(xj , xj1 , . . . , xjk ); j, j1 , . . . , jk ∈ IN }
In the simplest setting, the validation gain is the number of corrected cases:
gj = |Cj | (j ∈ IN ).
However, there is a second refinement relation which copes with with the situation that the alternative refinement heuristics have different validation gains.
Here, there are case set gains gj1 , . . . , gjk which are pairwise disjoint and the gain
gj is the union of all k alternatives:
Alt2 = {gj = gj1 + . . . + gjk |xj = 1, xj1 = . . . = xjn = 0; j, j1 , . . . , jk ∈ IN }
If this situation appears (xj = 1), then the linear constraints have to ensure
that the decision variables for the alternatives are xj1 = . . . = xjk = 0, since it
is sufficient to execute the refinement heuristic corresponding to xj = 1 only.
Subsuming refinement heuristics have the feature that the If–part of one
refinement heuristic Ifj contains the entire If–part If(·) of at least one other
refinement heuristic: If(·) ⊂ Ifj . So it may appear that the execution of one
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certain refinement heuristic makes the execution of at least one other (subsumed)
refinement heuristic superfluous and redundant. The subsumption relation is:
Sub = {gj∗ = gj + gk + . . . + gl | xj = 1, xk = . . . = xl = 0}
The linear binary constraint for this subsumption relation is xk + . . . + xl ≤
Q − Q · xj with Q = |{xk , . . . , xl }|. Here, xk , . . . , xl is the set of the subsumed
binary decision variables, and xj ∈ {0, 1} is the subsuming decision variable.
Synergy appears if there are two or more rule refinement heuristics – synergetic refinement heuristics – containing the entire If–part at of least one other
refinement heuristic. Let g1 , . . . , gd (d > 1, d ∈ IN ) be the individual gains of
the involved d ∈ IN synergetic refinement heuristics, and let gs1 + . . . + gsf
(f ≥ 1, f ∈ IN ) be the synergy, i.e. the additional gain of these d synergetic
refinement heuristics; then the synergy relation is:
Syn = {g • = g1 + . . . + gd + gs1 + . . . + gsf |
x1 = . . . = xd = 1; xs1 = xsf = 0; d > 1, f ≥ 1}
where g • is the total validation gain of all involved synergetic refinement heuristics.
Here, synergy means that instead of simple subsumption by one certain refinement heuristic there are two or more refinement heuristics containing or
subsuming all refinements belonging to at least one other refinement heuristic.
Indeed, also synergy can be subject to global refinement optimization. An
Operations Research approach to the global refinement selection problem has
been described in [8]. The linear optimization approach to the General Refinement Selection Problem (GRSP ) with normal, conflicting, and alternative refinement heuristics is:

GRSP





M aximize




n
X

gj · xj

subject to

j=1

n
X

aij · xj ≤ bi

j=1



gj ∈ IR; xj ∈ {0, 1}; aij , bi ∈ Z
Z;



 i = 1, . . . , m; j = 1, . . . , n; i, j ∈ IN .

The final result of the rule trace validation stage is the optimally refined
expert system rule base.

6

Validation Process Variants

The proposed two stage validation process consists of the initial selection phase
for the determination of the most competent validators, and the final optimal
validation phase which uses this very best evaluation competence for the further
improvement of the employed expert system rule bases. Since the validation
objective in both stages can be either input–output or rule trace validation,
there are four basic process variants with several pros and cons each:
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1. Input–output validation first and then rule trace validation: This process variant is reasonable with regard to cost–benefit considerations. The I/O validation can usually be carried out faster than the following rule trace evaluation
step. On the other hand, the assumption that the best I/O validators will be
also the best rule trace validators may be wrong concerning some application
domains demanding complex rule bases.
2. Rule trace validation for both stages: This variant is qualitatively the best
one, but it is time consuming and expensive. The advantage is that within
the first stage the validators get familiar with the rule base structure, so that
they are able to tune their validation protocol yielded by the first validation
phase when executing the final stage. Unfortunately, it may be necessary to
evaluate many thousand cases so that the rule trace evaluation stage will
demand a relatively grievous time frame causing high expenditures.
3. Initially rule trace validation and finally input–output validation: This variant evaluates the intermediate reasoning in detail first and finally checks for
remaining input–output bugs. It seems to have a good cost–benefit ratio for
flat rule bases having no long or complex reasoning paths and a relatively
short validation process time yielding good validation results, but qualitatively not very good ones.
4. Input–output validation for both stages: This variant is a suitable one for flat
rule bases if there is a representative case base which covers the application
domain sufficiently. This validation variant yields short–time results and has
a good cost–benefit ratio for flat rule bases, but not for deep rule bases with
complex intermediate conclusions to be examined, too.
The present research on rule base validation is lacking empirical results revealing
to which extent domain experts are really able to refine any given rule base in a
Teiresias–like style. We presume that there is a complexity level beyond that of
the Teiresias–like debugging. Unfortunately, most authors do not characterize
the examined rule base(s) by well–defined complexity measures which also cover
the rule trace complexity subject to refinements. Indeed, the rule base validation
and refinement procedures would become comparable, if we knew the respective
complexity in numerical statements regarding the rule base cardinality |RB|,
the maximal number of possible rule traces, the average number of conditions
in each rule, the input intensity, the output spectrum, and so on. So we cannot
discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the respective validation process
variants on the basis of objective complexity terms, for instance, based on a rule
base complexity measure. Nevertheless, a qualitative characterization as stated
in table 1 is possible. Most validation research publications mention the rule base
cardinality and the number of possible final outputs, but typically the authors
do not characterize the reasoning path complexity. This often leads to subjective
interpretations.
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Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of possible validation processes
first
second stage
stage
Input –
Output
Validation

Rule Trace
Validation

7

Input – Output
Validation

Rule Trace
Validation

• Suited for flat rule bases
• Relatively short validation
time
• Low validation expenses
• Coarse-grained validation
result

• Reasonable cost–benefit relation
• Relatively medium validation time
• Suited for most rule bases
• Fine-grained validation result

• Reasonable cost – benefit
relation
• Relatively medium validation time
• Suited for most rule bases
• Fine-grained validation result

• Suited for deep rule bases
• Relatively long validation
time
• High validation expenses
• Very fine-grained validation
result

Conclusion and Outlook

The available commercial tools as well as research shells for the development of
rule bases do not have any powerful validation system [5, 3]. An analysis of the
topical contributions reveals that the current approaches are to be considered
as island solutions which do not enjoy the inherent synergetic effects of an integrated validation process model. For instance, the opportunity of a competence
assessment concerning the validator performance is not utilized in industry. The
presented functional analysis led to several elementary requirements which are
the basis for the proposed generic two phase rule validation process in general
as well as for the development of a generic validation interface in particular [9].
The introduced process model forms the methodical background for the implementation of a generic validation system that also enables interactive refinement of rule traces by selected and most competent validators. That process
model integrates a mathematical approach to the optimal selection of conflicting, normal, and alternative rule refinements. This optimization potential has not
been exploited by current rule base refinement approaches yet [1, 2, 12]. Instead
of this, it was claimed that rule base refinement is not amenable to mathematical
optimization by linear programming [6].
Usually, but not always, the first validation and refinement stage can – but
does not have to – generate a revised rule base which infers the right output for
each of the examined cases of a well–composed (quasi–exhaustive and reduced)
case base consisting of test cases and/or real world cases. Right, in this context,
means the solution which gained the strongest approval by the expert panel
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– more cannot be done. It should but doesn’t have to consider the validity of
intermediate conclusions.
The second validation and refinement step can take these results in order to
perform a novel optimal rule trace refinement. Both steps require the availability of a generic validation interface which is not provided by current rule base
development tools yet [3, 1, 5]. The authors consider the proposed two stage validation process as a basic step towards refinement results of a new quality for
large rule bases. The realization of this two stage validation process with four
variants enables a better and faster development of future expert system rule
bases, especially of complex ones.
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Abstract. This paper describes a library to perform matchmaking based on description
logic annotations. This matchmaking is performed on mobile phones for personalization
in a semantic mobile environment. In such an environment, semantically annotated
messages are sent to nearby mobile users. The mobile devices manage a user profile,
which is used to sort out unwanted messages. This matchmaking process is independent
from reasoning services outside of the mobile phone. Suitable definitions of profiles and
annotations are presented. The translation to first order logic enables the use of the
Pocket KRHyper. The interface to this matchmaking is demonstrated.

1

Introduction

During a past few years mobile phones have become an ubiquitous companion. In
many western countries more mobile phone contracts are registered than conventional
phones. If mobile phones were up to now mainly used for messaging and phone calls,
they have now become powerful devices with much more potential. Still, todays smart
phones are at most used as dumb clients to more or less sophisticated mobile services.
We show in this paper that todays smart phones are suitable devices for intelligent
services themselves. To this end, we first present the framework which motivates this
work. In the following, we will describe how we formalized the different semantic
mobile environment components, namely the semantic annotation of messages and
the semantic user profile. Then we define matchmaking with the limited resources
in mind. Finally, we show how we used the Pocket KRHyper system to perform the
description logic reasoning required for the matchmaking.

2

IASON - A Semantic Mobile Environment

The IASON1 project aims at providing mobile users with location-aware personalized information. Motivated by the development of powerful mobile devices and the
semantic web, we define a Semantic Mobile Environment. In such an environment,
so-called service nodes are installed at chosen points of interest. These service nodes
broadcast semantically annotated messages to nearby mobile users using bluetooth
wireless technology.
Such a semantic mobile environment is characterized by its independence from the
internet and any cellular network. Only free ad-hoc bluetooth connections between
service nodes and mobile devices have to be established to receive personalized information. Location-awareness is given implicitly by being in the wireless range of a
1

http://www.uni-koblenz.de/∼iason
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service node. A Semantic User Profile describing the users interests and disinterests is
managed on her mobile device. This user profile is used to sort out unwanted messages
by performing matchmaking between the semantic annotation of the messages and the
user profile (see [19]).
The independence from the internet comes however at a cost: we cannot use existing reasoning systems like FaCT [13] or RACER [12] to perform the description
logics (DL) [2,3] reasoning required for matchmaking. We still think that description
logics is the formalism of choice for semantic web applications, so we implemented a
first order logic automated theorem prover, Pocket KRHyper, which also comes with
a description logic interface.

3

Semantic Personalization

Personalization is essential for all kinds of mobile services. The most obvious reason
is that spam messages are generally not wanted. Another less obvious reason is that
if mobile users want information, they only want information that is of interest to
them. Or, to put it differently, mobile services will only be widely accepted if mobile
users are relieved from the tedious task of sorting out irrelevant information. In our
approach we use a description logic as a semantic language to perform personalization,
which is discussed in the following.

3.1

Description Logics as Semantic Language

The idea of using description logics as a semantic language is not new [3]. There is
good reasoning support for most expressive description logics and they are compatible
to current W3C standards like OWL [1]. In this paper we use the expressiveness of
the DL ALCHI, which is the standard DL ALC extended with role hierarchies and
inverse roles. Syntax and semantics of ALCHI are amply described in [2].
In our mobile environment, we consider semantic services, semantic user profiles
and concepts to which the services and profiles refer. This means that the participants
of the IASON environment share an ontology about the concepts in the real world.
This vocabulary ontology is used to describe the annotation of semantic messages
and the user profile. A separate service ontology is used to describe the capabilities
of services and user profiles. We expect all participants of the service to incorporate
the vocabulary ontology. Figure 1 shows a sample movies vocabulary ontology in DL
notation, where > is the universal concept and U the universal role.
This simplistic movie ontology provides us with the necessary vocabulary to express a semantic annotation for a service:
∃of f er.(movie u ∀hasGenre.SciF i u ∀hasM edium.DV D)
which describes an offer of a Movie of genre SciFi on a DVD.

3.2

Semantic Messages

In the semantic mobile environment of the IASON project every message is annotated
with a DL concept expression that determines the semantics of the message. Because
the IASON devices are used in a commercial and a peer-to-peer environment, the
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Fig. 1. A Simple Movie Ontology
annotation has to distinguish between producers and consumers of goods and services.
Additionally social interests lacking a producer-consumer separation shall be possible.
These different types of services are specified through a role hierarchy in the service
ontology (see Fig. 2).

share v U
of f er v share
request v share

Fig. 2. The Service Ontology
This ontology is intentionally kept simple for clarity’s sake, but could easily be
extended. Using these roles in combination with the vocabulary ontology, we can
express complex service annotations.
In a commercial setting the annotations will be of the form
annotationi ≡ ∃Ri .Ci
Ri ∈ {of f er, request}

(1)
(2)

where Ci is a concept based on the ontology. The task to differentiate producers
and consumers of objects is arranged by the two roles of f er and request. Every
producer is required to send an annotation starting with ∃of f er. A consumer will
send annotations starting with the quantified role ∃request. Because these roles are
associated with every single message a participant of the IASON system may be a
consumer of some kind of service, while offering some services at the same time.
For those that do not adapt the consumer-producer scenario but prefer to look e.g.
for a partner of a chess match, a more generic role expressing an undirected statement
of interest has to be used. Quite obviously this role is a kind of union of the introduced
roles.
annotationj ≡ ∃share.Cj
request t of f er v share

(3)
(4)
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annotationj reflects the generic interest in Cj and will match annotations that start
with the share role as well as the of f er and request role. share and its subroles are
not used in the topics described by Cj .
Table 1. lists some messages with their annotaion.

3.3

Semantic User Profile

On the receiving end for semantic services, we have a mobile device which manages a
semantic user profile. This user profile stores the positively marked interests and the
disinterests determined by rejected topics. The interests and disinterests in the profile
are defined as follows.
prof ile ≡ interests u disinterests
n
G
interests ≡
positivei

(5)
(6)

i=1

positivei ≡ ∃Ri .Ci
m
G
disinterests ≡
negativei

(7)
(8)

i=1

negativei ≡ ∃Ri .Ci
Ri v share

(9)
(10)

From the definition, we see that the interests and disinterests are a collection of DL
concepts that follow the definition of the annotations.
The users interests and disinterests are updated from his/her responses to messages and allow for the use of ontological knowledge to generalize the annotation. The
procedure of these updates is beyond the scope of this paper.
Generation of Positives
In the IASON context every receiver of messages may also transmit these. A producer/consumer of goods or services is likely to be interested in requests/offers that
correspond to his own messages. To enable the automatic update of the users profile a
positive entry is generated for his outgoing messages. The annotation of the outgoing
message ∃R.C with R v share generates a positive entry in the profile ∃Rp .C where
Rp replaces R as follows.
R in outgoing message Rp in the profile
of f er
request
request
of f er
share
share
Thus a sender of messages will also match positively messages with an inverse
annotation. The topic is preserved.
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Matchmaking

The main motivation behind the DL formalization was to be able to compare the
semantic annotation of incoming messages with the interests and disinterests stored
in the semantic user profile. This is what we call matchmaking.
The decision whether a message matches a users interests is based on concept
satisfiability and subsumption of the DL in use. Because the mobile clients provide
limited computing power, the decision of a match is performed with only two queries.
prof ile u annotation 6≡ ⊥
annotation v prof ile

(11)
(12)

If the annotation satisfies test (11) the annotation is compatible with the profile.
Because an unsatisfiable annotation will be subsumed by every profile, the first test
prevents any unsatisfiable annotation to be considered as a match. This test avoids
spam.
The second test (12) will give a better match degree for those annotations that are
subsumed by at least one of the positivei terms. We call these annotations a match.
This second test is only performed after successfully testing satisfiability (11).
The satisfiability test (11) will fail for every annotation that is subsumed by the
disinterests of a user. As a result we translate all negativej concepts into a constraint
on the models, see Sect. 5.
Unlike other approaches [14,15] these two queries are sufficient to answer the compatibility of an annotation with the profile. A large profile containing many interests
and disinterests does not impose more tests. Thus this approach scales well even in
the context of limited resources.
Example
The example shall illustrate the match decisions with respect to a user who is interested in watching SF-movies and every information concerning cars but hates games.
The profile contains the interests ∃share.car t ∃of f er.(movie u ∀hasGenre.SciF i)
and the disinterest ∃share.game. We have to mention here that a user requesting
movies is interested in offers of movies.
On her walk through the city, the mobile user passes four IASON service nodes
and receives the messages listed in Tab. 1.
With this profile the messages of the car and the dvd are matched, the exhibition
is compatible with the profile, but the chess related message is rejected.

4

Mobile Reasoning

In Sec.3, we have described how to formalize the semantic personalization problem
for use on mobile devices. Messages are annotated with description logics semantics
and the user profiles are similarly formalized using the same language. In the following, we will show how to perform the actual description logics reasoning needed for
matchmaking on mobile devices.
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Message Text
Annotation
Car dealer buys all cars with diesel engine and 4wd
∃request.(car u ∀hasEngine.diesel u ∀hasDrive.f ourwheel)
Movierental offers ’Bladerunner’ DVDs
∃of f er.(movie u ∀hasGenre.SciF i u ∀hasM edium.dvd)
I’m looking for a chess partner
∃share.chess
Museum of Modern Art shows Picasso exhibition
∃of f er.(museum u ∀exhibits.art)

Table 1. Example Annotations

4.1

Pocket KRHyper

Pocket KRHyper [18] is a Java 2 Mobile Edition (J2ME2 ) software library for automated reasoning. It can be embedded in applications on mobile devices like PDAs,
smartphones, and cell phones to perform first order logics reasoning. Additionally,
the transformation described in this paper makes Pocket KRHyper also suitable for
description logics reasoning.
The reasoning engine is based on the hyper tableau calculus [6] and can be considered as a resource optimized version of the KRHyper [20] system. The original
KRHyper system has been used successfully in a multitude of knowledge management
applications (See [5,7,8]), but is not designed for running on mobile devices.
Pocket KRHyper was developed explicitly for use in mobile devices with modest
resources, and is actually the first reasoner for mobile devices able to tackle useful first
order logics problems. The main motivation behind the implementation of a mobile
reasoner was the use case described in this paper, so Pocket KRHyper comes with a
description logics interface. The transformation of DL expressions to first-order clausal
form is described in Sec. 4.2.
Before describing how to perform this transformation, we will give some insights
into the underlying calculus and its implementation.
Hyper Tableau Calculus
Hyper tableau calculus is a first-order logic clausal tableau procedure described in [6,4].
A complete description of the calculus is beyond the scope of this paper, so we will
only give a brief overview, focusing on some of the features of Pocket KRHyper.
Pocket KRHyper can tackle first order logic problems in clausal form. Clauses are
considered as rules, where the head is a disjunction of all positive literals and the
body a conjunction of all negative literals. Rules with an empty body are called facts.
Rules with empty heads represent constraints on the models. Even though the heads
of clauses may contain disjunctions, the literals in the head may not share variables
which are not bound to a body literal. If they do, an exception is thrown.
In each hyper tableau reasoning step, new instances of rule heads are derived
in a bottom-up manner from input and derived facts. If a hyper tableau derivation
2

http://java.sun.com/j2me
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terminates without having found a refutation, the derived facts form a representation
of a model of the input clauses.
Example
The following example illustrates how hyper tableau proceeds to generate models.
Figure 3 shows three subsequent stages of a derivation for the following input clauses3 :
p(a) ←
q(x, y) ∨ r(f (z)) ∨ r(x) ← p(x)
← q(x, x)
s(x) ← r(x)

(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

(I)

(II)

(III)

(IV)

p(a)

p(a)

p(a)

p(a)

q(a,y)
*

r(f(z))

r(a)

r(f(z)) r(a)

r(f(z)) r(a)
s(f(z))

Fig. 3. Stages of a Pocket KRHyper Derivation

As noted, a rule head may be a disjunction. In hyper tableau, disjunctions are
handled by exploring the alternative branches in a systematic way. This explains the
tree structure in Figure 3. The data structure maintained by the method is called
hyper tableau. The active branch is shown with bold lines in the figure.
After step (I), the only input fact (13) is added to the current branch. The active
branch represents the current attempt of the calculus to construct a model. At step
(I), this model fragment contradicts for example with clause (14): a model containing
p(a) must also contain all instances of q(a, y) or of r(f (z)) or r(a).
In step (II), the model fragment is “repaired” by deriving consequences and attaching them to the hyper tableau: The corresponding instance of clause (14) is attached
to the hyper tableau. Since it has a disjunctive head, the tableau splits into three
branches. The first branch is inspected and proved contradictory with clause (15), so
it is closed .
Computation now tracks back and works on the second branch as shown in step
(III). Computation proceeds with the derivation of s(f (z)) by clause (16). Since no fur3

Here and below, the letters x, y, z denote variables, while a, b denote constants.
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ther facts can be derived, a model for the whole clause set has been found, represented
by the facts on the active branch: {p(a), r(f (z)), s(f (z))}, as shown in (IV).
Now, we could backtrack to find another model, but Pocket KRHyper stops after
the first model is found. A complement splitting technique has been implemented to
reduce the size of models. This technique is however not illustrated in the example.
Using Pocket KRHyper
To use the Pocket KRHyper system, a knowledge base of first-order logic clauses
has to be managed. In case of first-order reasoning, the knowledge base is simply
filled by the application using the system, for description logics reasoning it has to
be generated by transforming DL expressions. The hyper tableaux reasoning engine
uses this knowledge base to compute either a refutation or a model. The reasoning
algorithm performs an iterative deepening search for a model, expanding the proof
tree in each iteration step up to a certain term weight. To ensure termination, the
algorithm may be parameterized with either a timeout limit or a maximum term
weight limit. If either limit is reached, the reasoner states that no proof was found.
Ideally, the reasoning algorithm terminates when it has found either a model or a
refutation. Found models can be retrieved and analyzed in the reasoning application.
The reasoning algorithm may however also terminate abnormally if it has either been
interrupted manually or by reaching a timeout or term weight limit, or if the virtual
machine has run out of memory. All these abnormal cases are caught safely without
causing the application to crash.
In the case that the programmer chose not to set a timeout or maximum term
weight bound, the calculus may not terminate (e.g. if the problem has an infinite
model). The programmer should be aware of this pitfall and always provide a means
to manually interrupt the reasoning process.
In comparison to the desktop KRHyper system [20], Pocket KRHyper lacks some
features like default negation and term indexing, but it still provides all the main
features that made the original KRHyper a useful tool. In addition, it really runs on
cellular phones with acceptable performance for non-toy problems (see [18]).
In the next section, we will show how the Pocket KRHyper system is used to
perform the description logics reasoning necessary for our personalization application.

4.2

Description Logics Transformation

The terminology, profile and annotations are considered to be a finite set of axioms
C v D and C ≡ D, where C, D are concepts of the DL ALC extended by inverse
roles and role hierarchies (see sec. 3.)
The transformation into sets of clauses introduces subconcepts to reduce the complexity of the concept expression or axiom. An axiom ∃R.C v ∀S.∀T.D is split into
∃R.C v subi and subi v ∀S.subj and subj v ∀T.D to comply with the transformation primitives. Table 2 gives the transformation primitives in abstract DL syntax, a
corresponding first order formula and the generated clauses.
The clauses marked with * share variables in a disjunctive head, that is a feature
not yet implemented in Pocket KRHyper. Clauses marked with ** are suitable for
reasoning tasks in acyclic terminologies. Decidability commonly requires the tableau
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description logic first order formula
C uD vE
∀x.C(x) ∧ D(x) → E(x)
C tD vE
∀x.C(x) ∨ D(x) → E(x)
C v ¬D
∃R.C v D
∀R.C v D

∀x.C(x) → ¬D(x)
∀x∀y.R(x, y) ∧ C(y) → D(x)
∀x.(∀y.R(x, y) → C(y)) → D(x)

C v D u E ∀x.C(x) → D(x) ∧ E(x)
C v D t E ∀x.C(x) → D(x) ∨ E(x)
¬C v D
∀x.¬C(x) → D(x)
C v ∃R.D ∀x.C(x) → (∃y.R(x, y) ∧ D(y))
C v ∀R.D ∀x.C(x) → (∀y.R(x, y) → D(y))
RvS
∀x∀y.R(x, y) → S(x, y)
R− ≡ S
∀x∀y.R(x, y) ↔ S(y, x)
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clauses
e(x) :- c(x), d(x).
e(x) :- c(x).
e(x) :- d(x).
false :- c(x), d(x).
d(x) :- c(y), r(x,y).
d(x); r(x,fR−C (x)). *
d(x) :- c(fR−C (x)).
e(x) :- c(x).
d(x) :- c(x).
e(x); d(x) :- c(x).
c(x); d(x). *
d(fR−D (x)) :- c(x).
r(x,fR−D (x)) :- c(x). **
d(y) :- c(x), r(x,y).
s(x,y) :- r(x,y)
s(y,x) :- r(x,y).
r(x,y) :- s(y,x).

Table 2. Translation Primitives

procedure to engage a blocking technique. The blocking techniques found in [11] may
be adapted to the transformation as shown in [5].
The effective test for satisfiability of a concept C inserts a single fact C(a). into the
knowledge base. C is satisfiable if the Pocket KRHyper finds a model for the knowledge
base. A refutation indicates the unsatisfiability of the concept. Subsumption is reduced
to satisfiability.

5

Adaption to limited resources

With these DL transformations Pocket KRHyper is able to detect satisfiability and
subsumption of concepts. The requirements are currently limited to these tasks (see
sec. 3.4 and [19,14].) In order to reduce the workload introduced by the translation
of DL axioms into clausal form, the knowledge base is split into three parts. The
ontology is assumed to be stable throughout the runtime of the application. Thus this
part is transformed once at the start of the MIDlet. The profile is transformed only
when it is updated. Solely the annotations of messages and the associated queries are
transformed as they emerge.
The knowledge base keeps track of these parts by setting a mark at each such step,
so it is possible to revert it to the state it had before an update or query.
Transformation of the Profile
The transformation of the user profile to the clausal knowledge base is performed
according to Sect. 4.2 as far as the transformation of the individual positive and
negative concepts are affected. To enhance the performance of Pocket KRHyper in
the context of matchmaking, the interests and disinterests are treated differently. The
equivalence of interests is reduced to subsumption. The negative concepts that make
up the disinterests are transformed as constraints. Thus the closing of branches within
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MatchMaker mm = new IasonMatchMaker ( ) ;
I n p u t S t r e a m o n t I s = new B u f f e r e d I n p u t S t r e a m (new F i l e I n p u t S t r e a m ( o n t o l o g y n a m e ) ) ;
mm. l o a d O n t o l o g y ( o n t I s ) ;
// l o a d t h e o n t o l o g y f r o m f i l e
ontIs . close ( ) ;
I n p u t S t r e a m p r o I s = new B u f f e r e d I n p u t S t r e a m (new F i l e I n p u t S t r e a m ( p r o f i l e n a m e ) ) ;
mm. l o a d P r o f i l e ( p r o I s ) ;
// l o a d t h e p r o f i l e i n t o t h e matchmaker
proIs . close ( ) ;
// s e t u p c o m p l e t e d h e r e
Message msg = new Message ( 4 5 ,
” Videoteam ” ,
” ( some o f f e r ( and v i d e o ( a l l h a s Ge n r e S c i F i ) ) ) ” , // A n n o t a t i o n
” Bladerunner ” ,
” B l a d e r u n n e r d i r e c t o r s cut , DVD t o r e n t ” , 0 , 0 , 0 ) ;
mm. s e t M a t c h D e g r e e ( MatchMaker . MATCH PLUGIN ) ; // c h e c k f o r c o m p a t i b l e and match
s t a r t i n g M S = System . c u r r e n t T i m e M i l l i s ( ) ;
i n t m a t c h d e g r e e = mm. checkMatch ( msg ) ;
// r e t u r n s m a t c h l e v e l o f t h e m e s s a g e
endingMS = System . c u r r e n t T i m e M i l l i s ( ) ;
System . o u t . p r i n t l n ( ” match : ”+m a t c h d e g r e e+” t o o k ”+(endingMS−s t a r t i n g M S )+” ms” ) ;

Fig. 4. Matchmaking of prof ile and message
the tableau is performing better.
positivei v prof ile
negativei v ⊥

i ∈ {1, ..., n}
i ∈ {1, ..., m}

(17)
(18)

These changes do not vary the results with respect to the matching decisions (sec.
3.4). Due to the structure of annotations and the profile, i.e. always starting with an
existentially quantified subrole of share, the satisfiability of annotation u prof ile is
tested by the satisfiability of annotation with all negativei translated as mentioned
above (18). A satisfiable annotation will fail this test if it is subsumed by one of the
disinterests.
The subsumption annotation v prof ile has to be tested after the satisfiability
test. At that point a subsumption of annotation by disinterests is known to be false.
The reduction of the equivalence to subsumption does not influence this test.
Both simplifications lead to a reduced number of clauses. The effect is a reduced
memory consumption of the knowledge base itself and the hyper tableau generated
for the tests.
Compact representation
Although we use tools like protege and OILed to create the ontology according to
OWL the actual syntax of all DL related files and annotations follows the lisp-like
KRSS [17]. In addition to the small size of the files this releases the MIDlet from any
kind of XML-parsing. Currently J2ME does not include an XML-parser on the phone.

6

Using the library

The matchmaking library hides most of the details. It is sufficient to provide an ontology and a profile to the matchmaker. Following this setup matches can easily be
checked. The desired matchdegree may be reduced to compatibility leading to a reduction in resource consumption. The code snippet in Fig. 4 gives an impression of the
usage.
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Related Work

The capabilities of the presented DL transformation extend those of the Description
Logic Programs (DLP) [10] subset of DL and LP. DLP captures the DAML+OIL
fragment of RDFS. DLP is limited to the horn-fragment of a logic like most Rule
languages (RuleML [9] and others).
According to our experience with non toy-problems the restriction to OWL-horn
or Description logic programs lacks the justification, because – as our implementation
shows – disjunctive logic programs can be evaluated successfully. Yet the transformation into an LP enables the application of rules to the ontology. Decidability may be
lost due to the integration of rules.
The integration of the distinction between producers and consumers with the annotation was a must in the mobile environment to reduce the number of reasoning
steps. Server-based marketplaces [16] tend to organize this differentiation on a metalevel. Opposed to these marketplaces we also support the generic sharing of interests
that is required by peer-2-peer settings of the IASON system.
We limit the number of reasoning steps to two for every profile. Other approaches
lead to an increasing number of tests given complex profiles [14] or depend on multiple
tests to obtain different matchdegrees [14,15].

8

Conclusions

In this paper, we have described how to perform matchmaking on mobile devices
for personalization in a semantic mobile environment. In such an environment, semantically annotated messages are sent to nearby mobile users. The personalization
task is performed on the users mobile device by matching the annotation of incoming
messages against the semantic user profile on the device.
We have shown how to formalize the semantics of messages and user interests
and disinterests using description logics. The messages and user profiles are described
using a common ontology, which allows us to propose a resource friendly matching
algorithm using standard description logics subsumption checks. An additional service
ontology allows to specify the semantics of the type of service offered.
To bring the theory to life, we have implemented the Pocket KRHyper first-order
logic theorem proving system for mobile devices. A brief overview about the calculus
and some implemented features is given. Since our personalization problem is specified
in description logics, we also propose a transformation from DL terminologies to firstorder knowledge bases.
Both the management of the user profile and the decision support using the Pocket
KRHyper reasoner are handled on the mobile device, which has not been done in other
systems so far. This implies that no personal information ever has to leave the mobile
device, which ensures the privacy of the user. Matchmaking with graded matches is
calculated within a second on an average phone.
Decision support on mobile devices is no longer fiction, but from now on we expect
a range of new reasoning-supported mobile applications to be devised. Based on the
generated models we intend to provide explanations of the match to the user.
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Abstract. Both disciplines – AI and SE – share the need to answer
with structure (either called variables or data structures, or information
or knowledge) when confronted with a real world scenario. This article
discusses how SE Knowledge may be maintained and constantly cultivated among software engineers, adopting the well known Wiki concept
based on approaches focussing ontologies. However, the main objective
is not to destroy the desired lightweight character that Wikis stay for
and have rather been successful for. In the long run it should result in
a higher quality of software systems due to a better availiability and
viability of SE-specific knowledge.

1

Creating systems for system creators

The success of a system requires the art to really understand the problem it is
supposed to solve. This understanding needs to be tranferred into a system with
both, a considerable match of the system features with the necessities of the
scenario in which it is used and with fatal flaws absent. System implementations
are vulnerable to apparently minor mistakes, so that even close to perfection,
artifacts can completely fail; a single minor mistake —a line of code, or an asset
in the knowledge configuration— may destroy everything. [Bat02a] This does
not only refer to a possible system malfunction. “Nonuse is a major reason for
systems’ not achieving their designers’ objectives.” [SMC95]
Consequently, SE and AI share the vital interest, we call reuse, i.e. to analyse
the parameters of successful projects and to remember mistakes, in order not to
commit them again — be it based on knowledge assets, expertise, code snippets,
or anything else (cf. [JAD+ 02,Kar95,MYA95]). Approaches to reuse are well
known from knowledge management. In their details they feature a great bandwidth and —because also here the system must match the scenario— equally so
do the approaches and systems to solve them. [AvE04,GDK04,JAD+ 02,MA04]
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The problem approached in this paper is how to create a product plus respective methodical knowhow that can support teams of software engineers by
increasing reuse. (Note, that all of the above certainly applies to this endeavor.)
Like almost always in KM and SE, because the scenarios of reuse always comprise the people, i.e. individuals and their social system, the problems (of reuse)
cannot be formally denoted (cf. “wicked problems” [RW73,Con05]).4 Note, that
the problem at hand is even not one specific problem, but a whole cohort of
problems. However, the partners in the consortium of the project RISE [pc05]
want to use the product inhouse, but the industry partners, also really want to
market it. They dispose of a Content Management System (large scale, with a
strong case based retrieval (CBR) search [VWB98]) and a search engine (based
on the vector space paradigm (VSP) [AHK+ 03]), respectively, and want to combine their systems with Wikis.
With one of the about 200 currently available Wiki systems [EG05] some of
the 19200 software producing companies in Germany [SWR+ 00] will probably
be rather successful. It is further known, that there exist problems of reuse that
cannot be successfully addressed with systems at all. A third party of companies
do not have reuse problems or do not try to get better. For the fourth party
a pure (“standard”) Wiki did or does not succeed, some additional intelligence
is required — modules and/or measures. The cases where such modules can be
based on CBR or VSP are clearly in target. To sum up, the solution sought is:
a Wiki, extra modules, and a method.

2

Storage of “Knowledge” – the OMIS promises

A broad spectrum of problems can be tackled with Organisational Memory Information Systems (OMIS) — systems that provide the service of a central storage
of information to a group of people. We have seen very tame and successful
projects, e.g. a company where the files of finished projects were frequently lost.
Their knowledge problem was easily solved by simply providing them with a
rather simple database for their files of finished projects. OMISs are one, if not
the main technical means of knowledge management since years. [ABH+ 98] Basically, the new paradigm of a Wiki is also an OMIS, however, features an aditional
strong collaborative component. [EG05]
A milestone of successfull uses of OMISes, published in the scientific literature [O’L98], are the strategy databases of large consulting firms, where three
firms have been explicitly examined: Arthur Andersen’s Knowledge Space, Ernst
& Youngs Leading Practices K-Base, and Price Waterhouse’s Knowledge View.
3000 to 5000 strategy documents respectively have been reported to be continuously maintained with great diligence. Every consultant returning from a project
in the field is set free for up to one week, gets assistance by dedicated senior technial writers and processes and prepares his experience in order to enter it into
the strategy database and keep it up to date. Consultants, starting with the very
4

Even more so, as frequently not the best solution is the most successful.
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first time in the field, continuously experience how much their personal success
depends on this database, so that there is a high enough motivation to invest
the considerable required effort, time, and money into its maintenance. [O’L98]
We are aiming at those cases, where such a formal and disciplined procedure is
not possible.5

3

Towards group Knowledge by means of a Wiki

3.1

Wiki: Capturing and Maintaining Knowledge

Wikis allow everybody to provide his knowledge easily, i.e. informally. The whole
of the usergroup manages the process of polishing it. They are already in wide
use, also for real business e.g. for project management. [EG05] The collaborativeness that Wikis add to the basic OMIS, promises to outperform the pure storage
of information in an OMIS or the pure support of collaboration.6 In some cases
Wikis have remarkable success. “T-Systems, SAP, Web.de, British Telecommunications, Walt Disney Corporation, Motorola und Yahoo. These companies use
Wikis in their intranets. ”[Gmb05] The current manifesto of the German green
party was collaboratively edited based on a Wiki. [Jel05]
Detailed examinations of the parameters specificly of Wiki success and failure are underway. However, there are points that can be made now already.
“Perceived enjoyment and perceived ease of use are stronger determinants of
intentions to use [information systems] than perceived usefulness.”[vdH04] The
joint editing supports that users intensely deal with the material of the others and that the final result is agreed or accepted. Where technology fails, a
Wiki lets its users do what is required. E.g. it is taken care of improving, say a
convoluted contribution. No knowledge assets are systematically excluded, contributions can freely adapt to necessities. Going beyond business information,
e.g. with homepages of people, a company wiki could improve the efficiency of
the communication (so that the business profits). For the controller point of
view, it might be interesting to note, that the Wikis movement seems to be
sustainable and further that, continuously, there are many new feature requests
collected from users many of which are implemented.
However, the RISE consortium, all pilot users of Wikis and observers of
the Wiki landscape, have witnessed a number of Wiki projects fail completely.
5
6

The others can find interesting references in [JAD+ 02].
Wiki is not genuinely new, as there were web-based so-called content management systems like e.g. ZOPE before. Funnily, Rhizome, who do not label themselves as a Wiki, are considered a Wiki from others. Recently
on the first and greatest event of the Wikipedia community, the Wikimania http://wikimania.wikimedia.org/wiki/Programme, it was mentioned to us
in the discussion in the workshop “Wikipedia as a learning community”
(http://en.wikibooks.org/w/index.php?title=Wikimania05/CL1), that Tim Berners
Lee in his original implementation not of the Semantic Web, but of the World Wide
Web, had designed the http-protocol so that people viewing pages, could also edit
and save them. This is a remarkable fact. The Wiki was almost invented then already.
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When the content grows, it can become very hard to maintain a good structure.
Without a good structure, information resources get lost in chaos, and people
are frustrated by searching. [Ton05,Dav04] The latter sections treat approaches
to transcend the usability of current Wikis to problems, where the maintenance
of the content and structure of a Wiki are hardly possible today. In order, these
are the promises of Semantic Wiki, Wikitology, and of some main methodical
measures.
3.2

Semantic Wiki

Modern OMISes exploit Ontologies, which are very helpful to improve the shared
understanding of the content, and to improve structure, search, and other computerbased manipulation of the content. [MA04,O’L98] Bringing an Ontology to a
Wiki results in what we propose to be a Semantic Wiki. (When we refer to Ontologies, this can be understood synonymous to the standard of RDF/S). Our
proposal for a Semantic Wiki simply requires to support the user in building a
(more) formalized version of the information entered. Further, also, to provide
an interface to exploit the formalized content.
Two kinds of information shall be formalized, i.e. be supplied with metadata:
pages and snippets of text. Typical page metadata would be author, date, category, topic, language, ... The variety of useful metadata for snippets of text is
much greater: a mention of a person or project could be provided with links to
their homepages, technical terms be provided with links to a lexicon (e.g. the
respective Wikipedia page), product to a company catalog. To generalize, users
at editing texts can refer to external entities. E.g. they could include a reference
to the wikipedia webpage, when they mention Wikipedia in their text. Then,
readers can quickly look up, what the writer meant. Further, readers can see,
that the writer refers to the German Wikipedia, and not to any international
site. Such details, which are handled here easily and widely unconsciously, can
sometimes be invaluable.
We are about to complete tools, so that a user is automatically offered to get
a reference inserted when he types a word known to the system (i.e. stored in a
possibly large lexicon of already known concepts). After typing “Wikip..” it will
be most likely that a user can hit return, and the system completes both, the
word, Wikipedia, and provides the word with a meaningful link.
It is common in the Wiki community to lend the contributions of others,
as long as their role as the originator is cited. As regards the landscape of Semantic Wikis we like and agree with the contributions of Max Völkl on his
Wiki-page (http://km.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/xam/Wiki.jsp?page=RelatedWork)
cited in the following:
–
–
–
–
–

Platypus http://platypuswiki.sourceforge.net/ (really cool)
Rhizome http://rhizome.liminalzone.org - Adam Souzis (also really cool)
Gnowsis http://www.gnowsis.com/ - Leo Sauermann (our co-worker at DFKI)
Ideagraph http://www.ideagraph.net - Danny Ayers
http://wikisem.wikini.net/wakka.php?wiki=PagePrincipale - Charles Nepote
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– http://infomesh.net/2001/05/sw/#rdfwiki - Sean B. Palmer
– http://frassle.rura.org/ - Similiar goals, a bit more a decentralized ontology
– SnipSnap? - not that smart, but pretty
The ressource http://esw.w3.org/topic/SemanticWiki also provides some useful brainstorming about how to construct a semantic wiki technically. Clicking
on the main title of the page, one gets pages referring to this page, which raises
some projects and people mentioned above already.
3.3

Wikitology

A Semantic Wiki technically needs the two components Wiki and Ontology.
Both are representations of structure. The idea of Wikitology (Traphöner, 2005,
oral communication) is to melt both structures technically into one. Each wiki
page represents a concept.7 Each concept of the ontology gets a dedicated wiki
page. If there is a page, lets say on “Project RISE”, then “Project RISE” can be
assumed to be a meaningful concept for the knowledge contained in the Wiki.
Whatever happens to the meaning of this concept of “Project RISE” in the eyes
of the group of people working with the Wiki, will somehow be reflected in what
happens to the label, content, and link structure of this page. As simple as this
sounds, the implications of this approach are far reaching.
The origin of the idea seems important. The CBR system of the project
partner empolis (actually an accompanying assortment of tools makes it a comprehensive knowledge management suite) allows to represent both structures
Wiki and Ontology. It moreover also provides for the representation of all the
different specialities of different Wiki implementations that we reviewed. The
“Wikitology” vision is not easy to create, if one lacks the intimate knowledge of
such system. So we dispose of a system that can function like a “least common
denominator” for the content of many different Wiki-implemenations including
also extensions with Ontologies (cp. [KT04]).
Wikitology yields two gifts. First, a Wiki with no Ontology can be imported.
This solves the serious practical problem of bootstrapping (i.e. that many systems cannot start working with an empty ontology.) Second, after a Wiki and
its Ontology have been worked with (e.g. restructured by a wiki gardiner), it
can be exported back to its home Wiki system. The content of a semantically
annotated Wiki (thus featuring pages plus RDF annotations), simply requires
to export the pages, and the RDF triples as additional pages (plus some smart
extensions on the original pages8 ).
3.4

Measures

Structure templates User interviews, conducted in the project RISE, had the
prominent result that users explicitly wished to have structure templates in the
7

8

Compare http://webseitz.fluxent.com/wiki/z2003-04-16-WikiwordAsTopic, and also
Wikipedia, where actually the grown structure allots one Wikipage to one topic.
Cues can be found on: http://esw.w3.org/topic/SemanticWiki
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Wiki, i.e. they wanted a basic structure enforced. (It was also their experience,
that they had successfully worked with a Wiki with basic structure in one project,
and failed with another Wiki without structure in another project.)
Complementary to this kind of structure template, in RISE we set up page
categories and a matching set of templates for pages, mainly based on a published
template structure for requirements specifications. [RR99] It seems obvious, that
a simple but clear structure, supports users at providing their knowledge. A field,
for instance “client”, is more a friendly reminder than a forced structure.
Sustainment of Usage A Wiki can be supportive of individuals to elicit
and store their private knowledge. [Ton05,BL98] Explicitly encouraging this kind
of use, helps to make the system frequented by users. This can be important,
as the class of systems called “open self-organizing social systems” —comprising
group wikis— require a critical population who contribute. [Wil02] In other
words, a group information system that is not being continously used quickly
fails. [SMC95] The support of knowledge elicitation requires to enable users to
enter information informally first, freely reorganize it, and render it more formal
later. Elements to support this are: free keyword annotations (searchable), usagediary features, renaming of pages. (Not all Wikis have these features.)
Lacking knowledge cannot be searched There are some neglects that
seem to be notoriously reproduced. They cause hazards for projects, e.g. users,
who feel they input a lot of valuable information into the system, but whenever they search for information, the system does not have something or only
trivia(c.f. [SERF93]). Systems should support that people communicate to each
other, either through the system, or triggered by it. Further, people need to
be made to get involved with the system and its content, so that they remind
informative “spots” in the system, when they encounter a problem.
In the last decade there has been some research on a better understanding of how humans search, and how their needs can be better supported with
systems. [Bat90,BB02] The problem might originate in the misunderstanding
that systems store information 9 and the myth that users can find information by searching. [Cas02] It is even empirical evidence that people are often
not good in searching and make little use of search technology created for
them. [TAAK04,Bat02b]
Apart from simply avoiding to do something useless or wrong, there are also
simple ways to do better, especially as in the case of a wiki, there is a group
that can be used. The group communication is the basis for information and
thus also reuse. “The two passive modes of information seeking–awareness and
monitoring– almost certainly provide the vast majority of information for most
people during their lives. [..] much information comes through the social milieu
one works in [..], and much of the rest comes from personal collections. [..] Searching thus becomes one behavior within a general model of human informationrelated behaviors [..].”[Bat02b]
9

We are even very suspicious, always when people try to define “information”, because
we agree with the view expressed by Capurro (who himself cites Buckland 1991): “We
[...] are unable to say confidently of anything that it could not be information.”[CH03]
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4

Conclusion

Recently after “Four Case Studies on Software Reuse” [SM04] report that the
projects that were successful, were characterized by: structured guidelines for the
involved staff, direct mentoring on reuse technology by the reuse expert, and by
teams that had “frequent formal and informal communication”. We think that
this speaks for the approach described in this paper. Two other facts are very
interesting for those, who really plan to start respective projects. [SM04] report
that no project, independent of success, collected reuse metrics. Also in the
successful cases “Senior management supported the reuse initiative only after
a business case, through a number of pilot projects, proved that reuse would
generate value for the organization.” So success does not necessarily require
metrics, and it is usual that senior management does not support early, but is
sensitive for signs of success.
The last to note is, that “keystone of a good team is leadership”. [HFCGK03]
This cannot be bought with a Wiki, but it can be exploited with a Wiki.
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Abstract. The pros and cons of formal methods are the subject of many discussions
in Artificial Intelligence (AI). Here, a formal method for the refinement of an AI system
is considered against the background of a quite cultural question in system engineering,
the shift from technology–driven towards knowledge–driven system design and adjustment. The objective of the considered refinement technique is to overcome particular
invalidities revealed by the application of a case–oriented validation technology. So it
has to be set into the context of “learning by examples”. Classical AI approaches are
often not useful for a system refinement that is really up to an appropriate modeling
of the domain knowledge. Furthermore, they often lead to a knowledge base which is
difficult to read and to interpret, because it is too far from a “natural way” to express
domain knowledge. The refinement process presented here is characterized by (1) using human expertise that also is a product of the validation technique and (2) keeping
as much as possible of the original human–made knowledge base. At least the second
principle is pretty much adopted from Software Engineering.

1

Introduction

At a first view, system validation aims at deriving some validity statements.
Validity statements that point out particular weaknesses of a system may also
serve as a launch pad for system refinement. So the final objectives of any validation technology is both (1) deriving indications for the system employment
or rejection for the intended application and (2) refining the system towards
overcoming the revealed invalidities.
Like Knowledge Acquisition, system refinement is a challenge to Knowledge
Engineering. A typical way to face such problems is looking at approaches so
far, but also at the way other (than AI) communities solved similar problems.
Next, the paper provides a brief introduction to AI rule base refinement
approaches so far (section 2) as well as an introduction to a validation and refinement framework for rule–based systems (section 3). This section also states
some basic principles for system refinement, which are adopted from Software
Engineering. Section 4 introduces a refinement approach based on these principles. After that, section 5 considers this approach from the perspective of the
principles. Finally, in section 6 some more general conclusions for the development, employment, and refinement of complex systems are drawn.
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Refinement approaches so far

The central purpose of refinement approaches is to adjust a system in a way that
it overcomes revealed invalidities. In particular, they aim at a minimal refinement
so that the falsified input–output behavior or the falsified trace through the
system are fixed. There is a history of attempts to face this problem for rule–
based systems. [8] provides a more comprehensive digest.
The classical rule refinement system is Teiresias [3]. It interactively guides
a human validator through a faulty rule trace for the processed case knowledge.
However, it is not able to determine the impact of refinements on other cases
of the examined case base. To overcome this drawback, multiple case analysis
systems like Seek/Seek2 [4, 7] have been developed. It gathers statistical performance information about all rules of the validated rule base in order to suggest
the domain expert appropriate refinements. However, it does not validate the
correctness of the refined intermediate reasoning traces. Also Ginsberg published an approach called Reduced Theory Learning System (Rtls) [6]. Here,
the term reduction means that a deep rule base is to be transformed into a
flat one, whereas the reverse process is called retranslation. However, [6] admits,
that there is no exact retranslation procedure is known yet [6]. Interestingly, [5]
claims that besides the retranslation problem his Rtls approach is only suitable
for medium size rule bases.1 Moreover, Liang and Valtorta claimed, that not
every rule base can be reduced [12]. The performed relaxed retranslation step
can not ensure that the refined rules are acceptable from the semantic point of
view. Furthermore, structural anomalies can be introduced by this relaxed retranslation procedure [15]. Indeed, remaining anomalies are a strong indication
for topical incorrectness with respect to the rules’ interpretation. As a result, a
rule base refined by such a technology is difficult to read and to interpret.
A relevant development is the tool KrustWorks / KrustTool [14]. he
refinement approach of this tool applies a hill–climbing search of an optimal
refinement. It first generates several refined rule bases, which fix each incorrect
example. After that, it chooses the refined rule base with the highest accuracy
on the training examples. However, hill–climbing procedures bag the risk to miss
a real maximum and to end up with a local maximum instead. As a result, even
after this refinement, there might be many cases, which are still processed in an
invalid manner by the system.
Besides particular individual drawbacks, these approaches share the property
that they can’t produce a rule base which is 100 % correct2 . Furthermore, they
may cover some inherent anomalies and may not be interpretable by topical
human experts.
1

2

[5], p. 595: ”For large scale problems it will undoubtedly be necessary to employ heuristic strategies
in order to pinpoint selected portions of the theory for reduction or partial reduction.”
Correctness, in this context, means correctness w.r.t. a set of test cases.
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A framework for validation and refinement

The developed technology covers five steps (see figure 1: (1) test case generation,
(2) test case experimentation, (3) evaluation, (4) validity assessment, and (5)
system refinement. These steps can be performed iteratively, where the process
can be conducted again after the improvements have been made.
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Fig. 1. Steps in the Proposed Validation Process

Here, the refinement step is focused. The preceding validity assessment step
provides different validity measures according to their purpose: validities associated with outputs, rules, and test data as well as a global system’s validity.
Based on these validities, the system refinement leads to a restructured rule
base that maps the test case set exactly to the solution that obtained the best
rating from the expert panel. Thus, the more the test case set is representative
for the domain, the more the system refinement technology leads to a correct
model of reality.
System refinement based on example cases has to be considered in the context
of learning by examples. There are plenty of formal learning approaches that solve
tasks like this. Usually, they aim at developing rules that map test data with
known solutions (examples) to their correct solution. They don’t claim that all
non–examples3 are mapped correctly.
Unfortunately, some of the mentioned AI technologies to learn by examples
generate rules that might reflect reality fairly well, but are not “readable” (or
rather, interpretable) by domain experts. Even worse, they might construct rules
that reflect the examples correctly, but are wrong with respect to the causal
connection they express. For example, if all examples that are used to construct
medical diagnosis rules, consider patients that have a properties like (A) blue
eyes and (B) an increased blood pressure suffer from (C) peptic ulcer, the rule
3

Usually, the most possible cases that can occur in practice are not examples.
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construction technique might produce a rule that implies from (A) and (B) to
(C): A ∧ B → C.4
To avoid this drawback, system refinement techniques should be based upon
two fundamental assumptions, which are well known from the way of considering
the validation issue by the Software Engineering community [1, 2]:
1. It is assumed that the initial rule base was written with the intention of being
correct, and if it is not correct, then a close variant of it is.
2. It is assumed that each component of the rule base appears there for some
reason. Therefore, if a rule is invalid, it cannot just be removed. Rather, we
have either
(a) to find out its reason for being in the rule base, and find one (or several)
alternative rule(s) that will satisfy that reason after the incorrect rule has
been discarded or
(b) to develop ideas how to modify the rule with the objective of improvement.
Software engineers refer to these assumptions as the competent programmer assumption. In adoption of these principles, the present rule refinement technique
tries to change the rule base as little as possible and to provide a close substitute
for each piece of the knowledge base that will be removed.
The main idea of the refinement technique developed here is to find rules
that are “guilty” in the system’s invalidity and to replace them by rules which
map at least the example cases to their best rated solutions.

4

The Developed Refinement Strategy

The main idea of the technique is that the test case experimentation step revealed valuable knowledge about cases, for which the system failed: the human
experts’ solutions. Since these solutions are also a subject of the rating process
(besides the system’s solution), a human–made solution might come out as being
the very best one, the so called optimal solution.
The refinement strategy provided here is based on the following facts:
1. There is a knowledge base, which performs a mapping S from the input set
I to the output set O S : I → O.
2. There are test data (input parts of the so called Reasonable Set of Test
Cases) Πinp (ReST ) with both (2a) a system solution and (2b) a solution
which is most heavily supported by the validation panel for each test data
tj ∈ Πinp (ReST ).
If the “human–made” solution (2b) is different from the the system’s one (2a),
the system needs to be fixed.
4

As far as the author knows, at least the eye color is probably not a reason for peptic ulcer.
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Of course, system refinement has to be set into the context of “learning by
examples”. However, classical approaches like the Iterative Dichtomizer ID3 of
[13] for computing a classification rule set or concepts based on Anti–Unification
[9] for computing a best inductive conclusion are not usable here.
The basic difference is that we don’t have just examples (test cases with
solutions, which got “good marks” by experts) and look for rules, which explain
them consistently. What we have is a (generally trustworthy) knowledge base
and some “counter–examples” that are mapped to a “bad solution” by it.
It is certainly the wrong way to construct a completely new knowledge base
by means of the experimentation results. Of course, such a knowledge base maps
all the performed cases to their best rated solution. On the other hand, (1)
valuable former knowledge of the knowledge base would be wasted and (2) the
computed knowledge base would be difficult to interpret for domain experts.5
An invalidity occurs as a wrong system’s output. Therefore, the technology
begins with so called “last rules”, i.e. rules that infer a final system’s output.
The procedure aims at the construction of one or more substitute(s) for this
rule which infer the best rated output(s). In the first instance, the developed if –
part(s) contain(s) just expressions about the system’s input data. The following
re–compiling mechanism utilizes the pre–compiled knowledge in the knowledge
base by systematically substituting the expressions of the if –part by then–parts
of other rules. The proposed technique consists of the following steps:
1. First, those rules that are guilty in the system’s invalid behavior are discovered. Since the validation assessment step provides validity statements
associated with (final) system’s outputs, “guilty rules” are identified by considering rules that have final outputs as their then–parts. This is performed
by an analysis of the ratings for the test cases, which used that rule. This
step includes the identification of a so called “optimal solution” to each test
data, i.e. a solution, which enjoys the best rating by the expert panel.
2. Next, the simple situation is considered that all test cases using a guilty rule
have the same optimal solution. Here, the refinement consists in substituting
this invalid then–part by this optimal solution.
3. Next, guilty rules with various optimal solutions for the test cases using the
rule are considered. Here, a formal reduction system systematically constructs
one or some new rule(s) as a substitute for the guilty rule.
4. The resulting new rules are “flat” i.e. they infer directly from system’s inputs
to system’s outputs. To utilize the pre–compiled knowledge of the knowledge
base, which occurs as rules with an intermediate hypothesis as their then–
parts, the new rule(s) are re–compiled. Furthermore, the resulting knowledge
base will be inspected for rules, which can never be used, because their then–
5

By the way: This situation is similar to neural networks: The subject matter knowledge sits within
the nodes and connections, but it is not readable for humans – it’s just usable.
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part is an intermediate hypothesis, which is not needed after the rule base
refinement. These rules are removed.
The last step does not change anything in the input–output behavior of the
resulting rule base. However, it makes it more compact and easier to interpret
by domain experts.
Finding “Guilty Rules” All rules rl , which infer a final solution solk , are the
subject of the considerations. Based on the results of the previous steps of the
validation framework, the following considerations apply:
1. Each rl received an associated validity degree v(rl ) =

1
|Tl |

P

[tj ,solk ]∈Tl

vsys (tj ).

Here, Tl is the subset of test cases that used the rule rl , vsys (tj ) is a validity
degree of the system for a test case tj as computed in a previous step. vsys is
a number that ranges between 0 (totally invalid) and 1 (totally valid) in the
eyes of the validation panel.
2. There is a set Tl∗ containing all test cases with test data parts occurring in
Tl and all solution parts, which came up in the experimentation, regardless
of whether the solution is given by an expert or the system: Tl∗ = Tl ∪
{[tj , sol(ei , tj )] : ∃[tj , solk ] ∈ Tl }.
3. Next, Tl∗ is split (partitioned) according to the different solution parts sol1 ,
. . . , solm of the test cases in Tl∗ . This leads to m disjoint subsets Tli∗ ⊆ Tl∗
∗
Tl1∗ , . . . , Tlm
. One of the subsets contains the test cases with the system’s
solution solk .
4. Analogously to vsys (solk ), a validity v(rl , solp ) (1 ≤ p ≤ m) of each solution solp
can be computed:
n
X
X
1
1
(cpt(ei , tj )cijq rijq )
v(rl , solp ) = ∗
n
|Tlp | [tj ,solp ]∈T ∗ P
(cpt(e , t )c ) i=1
lp

i=1

i

j

ijq

Here, the ci and ri are the certainties and ratings provided by the experts during the experimentation session and cpt(ei , tj ) is the estimated competence
of the expert ei for a test case tj as proposed in [10].
5. The “optimal validity” vopt (rl ) of a rule rl is the maximum of all v(rl , solp )
among the solutions solp occurring in Tl∗ . The associated solution is the
optimal solution solopt of rl : vopt (rl , solopt ) = max({v(rl , sol1 ) : 1 ≤ i ≤ m}).
vopt (rl ) is an upper limit of the rule-associated validity of rl . There is a
criteria–based strategy [10] to identify the optimal validity in case several
solutions received the same (and maximal) validity vopt .
In case vopt (rl , solopt ) > v(rl ) there is at least one solution within Tl∗ , which
obtained better marks by the experts than the system’s solution. In this case
rl is guilty and has to be modified: vopt (rl , solopt ) > v(rl ) ⇒ rl is guilty
As a result of applying this technology to each rule that concludes a final system’s
output, the guilty rules will be identified.
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Simple Refinement by Conclusion Replacement If for all test cases tj ∈
Tl , for which the system used rl , sols is the solution that met the maximum
experts’ approval, in rule rl the conclusion part is substituted by sols and the rule
rl is exonerated: ∀[tj , solk ] ∈ Tl : sols is “optimal solution” for [tj , solk ] ⇒
rl : (if -part → solk ) ,→ (if -part → sols ).
Replacing the if–part of the Remaining Guilty Rules The remaining
guilty rules are used by a set of test cases, which have different optimal solutions.
The subsets with the same optimal solution are considered separately:
1. Tl of the rule rl is split into subsets Tls (1 ≤ s ≤ n) according to the solution
sols for each tj that obtained the highest validity v(rl , sols ).
The new if–part(s) of the new rule(s) instead of rl are expressions ei ∈ E of a
set of p new alternative rules {rl1 , rl2 , . . . , rlp } for each Tls and will be noted as
a set of sets Pls = {{e11 , . . . , e1p1 }, . . . , {ep1 , . . . , eppp }}. The corresponding rule
V 1 1
Vpp p
set of Pls is rl1 : pi=1
ei → sols , . . . , rlp : i=1
ei → sols .
2. P os is the set of Positions (dimensions of the input space), at which the input
data tj ∈ πinp (Tls ) of the test cases tj ∈ Tls are not identical. The generation
of the if-parts Pls is managed by a formal reduction system, which is applied
to Triples [Tls , P os, Pls ] until P os becomes the empty set ∅.
3. The initial situation before applying the reduction rules is [Tls , P os, Pls ] with
Pls = {{(s1 = sident
), . . . , (sq = sident
)}}.
1
q
s1 , . . . , sq are those positions where all test data tj ∈ Πinp (Tls ) have the same
(identical) value sident
and again, P os is the set of the remaining positions.
i
4. The reduction terminates, if the situation [Tls , ∅, Pls ] is reached.
The reduction rules that are applied to these Triples are shown in table 1.
Depending on what kind of dimension the next position pos ∈ P os is, one of the
rules R1 or R2 can be applied:
– R1 handles the case that the considered position pos refers to dimension spos ,
which is enumerable, has a finite set of values, and there is no domain–related
ordering relation between its values, and
– R2 handles the case that the considered position pos refers to dimension spos ,
which is numerical respectively it has a (finite or infinite) set of values, and
there is a domain–related ordering relation ≤ between its values.
The binary case is a special case of the first one, in which spos has exactly two
different values. Here, {s1pos , s2pos } are the values of spos occurring in Tls with
s1pos = true and s2pos = f alse.
If R1 is applicable, the reconstruction system produces m new triple [Tls,i , P os\
{pos}, Pls,i ] (i = 1 · · · m) from [Tls , P os, {p1 , . . . , pn }], one for each value sipos occurring at the position pos in the test data in Tls . Each of the new triples differs
from the original triple in (1) a test case set Tls,i ⊆ Tls , which only contains the
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Table 1. Reduction rules to construct better rules systematically
Reduction rules
R1 • pos ∈ P os, spos has a value set with no well-defined ≤ relation
s
• {s1pos , . . . , sm
pos } are the values of spos occurring in Tl
[Tls , P os, {p1 , . . . , pn }]
[Tls,1
[Tls,2

⇒
,→

Tls
Tls

s1pos }, P os
s2pos }, P os

Sn
\ {pos}, i=1 pi ∪ {(spos = s1pos )}]
Sn
2

1.
\ {[tj , sols ] ∈
: spos 6=
2.
\ {[tj , sols ] ∈
: spos 6=
\ {pos}, i=1 pi ∪ {(spos = spos )}]
···
Sn
m. [Tls,m \ {[tj , sols ] ∈ Tls : spos 6= sm
p ∪ {(spos = sm
pos }, P os \ {pos},
pos )}]
i=1 i
Continue with each Tls,i (1 ≤ i ≤ m) separately.
R2 • pos ∈ P os, spos has a value set with a well-defined ≤-relation
s
• smin
pos is the smallest value of spos within Tl
max
s
• spos is the largest value of spos within Tl
[Tls , P os, {p1 , . . . , pn }]
n
[Tls , P os \ {pos}, i=1

S

⇒
,→

max
pi ∪ {(spos ≥ smin
pos ), (spos ≤ spos )} ∪ Sexcl ]

Sexcl is the set of excluded values for spos , which have to mapped to a solution
different from sols because of belonging to some other Tuv with v 6= s:
Sexcl = {(spos 6= sjpos ) : ∃[tj , sols ] ∈ Tls ∃[tm , solv ] ∈ Tuv (v 6= s)
min
m
max
with ∀p 6= pos ((sjp = sm
p ) and (spos < spos < spos )) }

test cases with the considered value sipos at position pos and (2) a set Pls,i ⊇ Pls ,
which is enlarged by the expression (spos = sipos ). Furthermore, (3) the position
pos is removed from the set of remaining positions.
If R2 is applicable, each element Pls has to be extended by a condition, which
describes the range of spos within the set of cases in Tls . This range is put up
max
s
by its minimum value smin
pos and its maximum value spos within Tl . However, it
may happen that this range is not “homogeneous” with respect to the optimal
solution, i.e. there are counter–examples in some other Tuv , which have (1) at
max
position pos a value between smin
pos and spos , (2) at all the other positions values
described by the rest of the actually extended pi ∈ Pls , i.e. by the future if –part
of the upcoming rule for solution solk , and (3) have to be mapped to a different
final solution solv , i.e. k 6= v. These counter–examples have to be excluded by
expanding each pi with a corresponding exclusion set Sexcl . In Sexcl the negation
of each value of any si is described.
The case that a counter–example belongs to a Tus (i.e. to a different rule
ru for the same solution solk ) does not have to be considered individually. It
does not matter, which way, i.e. by using which rules, the future knowledge base
comes up with the better solution; it’s just important that it finds the better
solution after refinement. In the latter case, we produce a non–determinism in
the knowledge base with the same final end, i.e. a situation, where two different
rules are applicable, but both end up in the same system’s solution.
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The entire reduction system is applied in both (1) recursive loops (by using
rule R1) and (2) iterative loops (by using rule R2 or R2, because the entire rule
system is applied as long as P os 6= ∅)) just like a system of production rules.
Within each cycle (1) the applicable rule is identified (exactly one), (2) the rule
is applied, which leads to a larger set Pls and a smaller set P os, and (3) the
same business starts again until each position is considered, i.e. P os = ∅. It is
quite obvious that the reduction system is terminating, complete, and correct
(see [10] for argumentation).
However, for cases other than the test cases, this technique can’t guarantee
correctness, of course. This is due to the nature of all test case approaches. But
for typical AI application fields there is no other reasonable way of validation
than using “good” test cases and examining them as objective as possible. More
can’t be done.
Recompiling the new rules and removing the unused rules The new rules
generated so far are “one–shot–rules”, i.e. they infer directly from a system’s
input to a system’s output. These rules might be difficult to read, because they
may have very long if –parts, and difficult to interpret by subject matter experts.
This problem can be defused by introducing the intermediate hypotheses into
the computed new rules. Here, we consider two cases:
1. First, if the if -part of a new rule contains a subset of expressions that is
the complete if -part of another rule having an intermediate solution as its
then-part, this subset is replaced by the corresponding intermediate solution:
∃ri : (if -part1 → int1 )∃rj : (if -part1 ∧ if -part2 → int-or-sol)
⇒
rj : (if -part1 ∧if -part2 → int-or-sol) ,→ (int1 ∧if -part2 → int-or-sol)
2. Second, we remove rules that having an intermediate hypothesis as its thenpart, which is not used in any if -part of any rule:
∃ri : (if -part1 → int1 )¬∃rj : (int1 ∧ if -part2 → int-or-sol)
⇒
ri : (if -part1 → int1 ) ,→ ∅

5

The Technique in the Context of the Assumptions

The technique as described in the previous chapter follows the ideas of Ackermann et.al. [1] and Adrion et.al. [2] that are originally developed for use in
classical software validation and mentioned here as an introduction.
Whenever a rule is indicated as “guilty” in some invalid system behavior, it
will be changed as slightly as it can be to map the examples consistently. The
basic idea behind the approach is to keep this rule and change it in a manner
that the counter–examples, i.e. the test cases that have been solved incorrectly
by the considered rule, will be excluded from using this rule.
To handle these counter–examples, some extra rules will be computed, which
map these test cases to their correct solution. In the context of validation, we can
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define “correct” just by “There is no different man–made solution that obtained
better marks by the validation panel.” More can’t be done.
Since the only hint about the present kind of invalidity is some better final
solution to the examined test cases, the rule reconstructing technique focuses on
rules that have final solutions as their conclusion parts.
In a first setting, the upcoming new rules infer directly from the system’s
inputs to the system’s outputs, i.e. they are “one shot” rules. On one hand, these
rules secure a correct input–output behavior of the system. On the other hand,
such rules tend to be non–readable and non–interpretable in the context of the
rest of the knowledge base. Usually, they tend to have many expressions in their
condition parts, i.e. they are very long.
To avoid this drawback and to minimize the number of rules by utilizing
existing rules as pre–compiled knowledge, the computed rules are adapted to fit
in the context of the rest of the rule base by using their conclusion–parts within
the condition part of the upcoming rules.
In particular, if there is at least one test case that is performed correctly
by this rule, a very close variant of the original rule remains in the system.
This variant is characterized by having the same conclusion part and a slightly
changed (usually longer) condition part. These changes are due to the fact that
the counter–examples have to be excluded.
All the remaining knowledge (besides the rules that handle these counter–
examples) is not touched at all by the rule reconstruction technique. Even the
invalid rules are only changed as less as possible. The only objective of the
refinement strategy is to handle the counter–examples in a way that is indicated
to be more valid by the validation technology. The other examples, which have
been handled in a valid manner by this “guilty” rule will still by mapped to the
same solution as before. The basic message behind is:
If you do not know anything better by practical experience, believe in the
knowledge provided so far and don’t touch this knowledge.
Since the knowledge base so far is a product of human’s experience (either
the authors’ original knowledge or an improved version of it by applying this
technology), there is even a more general message behind:
If you do not know anything better by practical experience, believe in the
knowledge provided by other humans, i.e. inherit their experience.
To summarize, the presented technique keeps as much as it can from each rule.
This is performed by
1. reconstructing the rules in a manner such that they handle the counter–
examples (and only them) differently from the original rule base6 and
6

Without effecting the basic message of the present paper, the author should “admit”, that this is
a simplified description of the truth. Especially in case of non–discrete input data the situation
occurs slightly more complicated. For details, see [10].
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2. using as much as it can from the original rule base by “compiling” the new
rules together with the original ones in the knowledge base.
The latter issue utilizes correlations between the former (human–made) and the
upcoming pieces of knowledge, which are artificially computed, but based on
human insights within the validation process.
The author truly believes that this is the right thing to do, because it sets the
new knowledge in the context with the original one. This way, the modified rule
base should be more easily to be interpreted by human experts (who provided
the original knowledge) and additionally, the knowledge base will be optimal
with respect to its size, i.e. both the number of rules and their complexity.

6

Conclusion

The author feels that the presented technique is a general way to refine AI
systems in particular, and technical systems that contain knowledge in general.
Engineers who develop and refine any technical system often say “Never change a
working system.”. Here, we extend this point of view by postulating the following
three general issues:
1. Don’t change a system that works well.
2. Do change a system that works almost well as slightly as you can. Keep as
much as you can to avoid the risk making things worse and just change those
parts that handle the particular invalidities.
3. Do not try to refine a system that is invalid for many cases or for extraordinary important cases (safety critical ones, for example). Here, some thought
to rebuild either the system or even the general approach should be invested.
The refinement strategy presented here falls into the second class, i.e. it provides
a formal method to “repair” a working system with the aim of handling singular invalid (test) cases correct in future and to keep the former input/output
behavior for all other cases.
Since the test cases can be considered as examples, i.e. as input/output pairs
with a known correct output7 , the strategy should also be considered in the
context of “learning by examples”. Classical AI technologies to perform tasks
like these (ID3 [13], for example) aim at producing a rule set that classifies the
examples correctly. On the one hand, they enjoy consistency with the examples,
but on the other hand, they suffer from being somehow “artificially constructed”
and are not interpretable by domain experts.
Moreover, the risk that such rules reflect the reality wrong is much higher
than by using techniques such as the one presented here. This is because the
7

Again, correctness here means validity and is nothing more and nothing less than a behavior that
obtained “good marks” by some (human) validation panel.
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“non–examples” (i.e. all test data that can occur in practice but are not a
member of the example set respectively the test case set, in our approach) are
used to optimize the upcoming rule set. The inputs that are not mentioned in
any example (that are not a test case, in our setting) are mapped to any output
that is “useful” with respect to some optimization issue (the number or the
length of the constructed rules, for example).
The presented technique, on the other hand, is based on the assumption,
that all “non–examples” are handled correctly by the former knowledge base. It
doesn’t change the behavior for cases that have not been examined as test cases
within the validation technology. Since the historic knowledge base is a product of human thought, the probability that these “non–examples” are handled
correctly is much higher.
To sum up, the well known competent programmer assumption in Software
Engineering has been adopted in Knowledge Engineering as a competent Knowledge Engineer assumption when refining AI systems.
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Abstract. Ontologies play a key role in the Semantic Web the goal of which is to
provide an environment able to advance quality of state-of-the-art web applications.
Since we expect qualitative gains to come at the costs of increased development effort,
we have decided to study the effect of an ontology on web application development
effort. We have applied the WEBMO effort estimation model and discovered that for
an average web application ontologies are expected to initially cause a manageable
(around 10%) increase of development effort. In the long run, however, ontologies have a
potential to significantly improve efficiency of the overall development process resulting
in considerable (around 50%) decrease of development effort. The performed study is
primarily intended as a starting point in structured analysis of effects of ontologies on
practical aspects of web application development.

1

Introduction

An ontology is one of the major means in achieving the vision of the Semantic Web [1] – the next generation of the Web intended to significantly improve
experience of web application users. To achieve this the Semantic Web should
provide an environment able to advance qualitative characteristics of web applications beyond what we observe nowadays. On the other hand, we expect the
quality improvements to come at the expense of increased development effort.
Therefore, we have decided to investigate how exactly an ontology affects web
application development effort.
We employ the WEBMO [2] method for estimating web development costs.
Our intention is to perform a general analysis applicable to as wide range of
web applications as possible. To quantify the analysis we will consider an average web application (information portal) to be developed by an average team
of developers. We use a conventional ontology-free development process and resulting product as a reference case and compare it against an ontology-aware
process and resulting software. The ontology-aware case will be examined from
two perspectives: 1) the transition phase that reflects short-term effects and
the present state of the ontology engineering field and 2) the maturity phase
that represents optimistic long-term effects.
Ontologies are yet to be widely adopted by software developers. This significantly complicates an empirical validation of the presented study. Nevertheless,
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the performed analysis can server as a starting point and provide us with valuable insights into practical implications of employing ontologies in application
development.
We would like to note that on its own our analysis does not allow us to draw
a conclusion about the effect of ontologies on web applications in general. To be
able to make such a conclusion we also have to analyze the effect of ontologies on
the quality of the resulting web application. In [3] we have studied the impact of
ontologies on the usability, functionality and maintainability quality dimensions
to complement the work we present here. The analysis of the overall effect of
ontologies on web applications is a part of our research but falls out of the scope
of this paper.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides relevant background
information on ontologies and the benefits an ontology offers to application
developers. Then we describe the WEBMO estimation model in section 3 and
how we have applied it to study the effect of ontologies on size (section 3.1) and
cost drivers (section 3.2). In section 4 we summarize our findings and reflect on
the performed analysis.

2

Ontologies

We can define an ontology as an explicit specification of conceptualization [4].
To be effective a specification must be expressed in a standard language that
provides a unified representation (syntax, structure and semantics) mechanism.
In this paper we assume that an ontology is expressed in an ontology language
enabling large-scale sharing and (re-)use of ontologies by both humans and machines.
The term “ontology” has obtained many different interpretations [5], but despite all the differences, the most fundamental role of an ontology stays the same
– the role of a source of an ontological commitment [4]. An ontology provides
a unified conceptual basis that helps parties to unambiguously understand and
use the communicated content (information or knowledge). In the Semantic Web
an ontology is a mechanism that enables global-scale interoperability by making
it possible for machines to “understand” the content available on the Internet.
More specifically, the potential benefits an ontology brings in are:
– Ontologies facilitate communication between agents of different nature, and
improve reusability of knowledge [6]. Ontologies improve reusability in two
ways: first, a formal and unified nature of an ontology makes it easy to reuse
the ontology itself; second, an ontology supplies domain concepts that can
be used to describe or annotate design artifacts (web pages, documentation,
source code etc) facilitating further reuse of the artifacts.
– Ontologies are able to provide suitable abstractions (well defined problemsolving methods and domain theories) for software developers [7].
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– Knowledge about an application domain and problem solving methods can
be captured in an ontology and made available to a wide audience. This
gradually refines the ontology and improves its quality.
One way to realize these benefits is to apply an ontology during web application development. The overall efficiency of the development process depends on
the quality of the resulting product and the amount of effort involved. Though
analysis of impact of ontologies on quality of web applications is beyond the
scope of this study, in the next chapter we will estimate the impact of an ontology on web application development effort. This estimation brings us one step
closer to obtaining an indication of viability of ontologies for web application
development.

3

Applying WEBMO to estimate Development Effort

In our study we assume that there already exist proper ontologies and associated
methodologies allowing us to apply an ontology to a problem at hand. We do not
take into account amount of effort needed to discover, evaluate and adapt an ontology to an application at hand. These are important aspects which contribute
to the overall development effort, however, at present there is no established
methods for their assessment.
In our analysis we employ WEBMO [2] – a well-established software engineering methodology – to estimate the additional effort associated with ontologies
applied to web applications. Mathematical foundation of WEBMO is based the
COCOMO II model. The WEBMO model has been calibrated on actual data
from 64 completed Web projects. In WEBMO, for a given web application its
development effort depends on three main factors:
– application domain – WEBMO distinguishes between five application domains ranging from financial/trading applications to web-based utilities.
– size of the application measured in Web Objects (WO). WO is an extension
to classical Function Points that takes into account web-specific components
of the application such as multimedia files, scripts etc.
– cost drivers (Table 3.1) are primarily concerned with the software development context (development team, its experience, schedule constraints etc)
and its external characteristics (process efficiency).
For our analysis the last two factors are relevant. We assume that introduction of an ontology does not change the domain of the application. According
to WEBMO, application development effort (in person months) is estimated as
follows:
E = AS P C,
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where E is estimated effort, A and P are power law constants, both of them
depend on the application domain; S is estimated size (in thousands of source
lines of code) of a web application and C is a product of all cost drivers.
We will use subscripts to distinguish between the reference case (0-case) and
the case when we apply ontologies (onto-case). The introduction of an ontology
does not change the application domain allowing us to discard A. Furthermore,
since in WEBMO P takes values from {1, 1.03, 1.05} depending on the application domain then we can expect the ratio Sonto
to be around 1, therefore we can
S0
safely discard P . Finally, if we assign the nominal value of 1 to all cost drivers in
the 0-case we can compute a relative effect of ontologies on development effort
as follows:
Eonto
Sonto
=
Conto .
E0
S0
This equation allows us to compute the relative effort as a product of the
relative application size (estimated in the next section) on the product of the
cost drivers that take place in the onto-case (analyzed in Section 3.2).
The reported statistical accuracy of the WEBMO method is 20% of the
actual effort in at least 68% of the cases [2]. This means that our estimation of
the relative effort will have accuracy of 40% in at least 68% of the time.
3.1

Size

In this subsection we determine the impact an ontology has on size of a web
application. Given a set of functional requirements to the web application we
can consider two cases: the onto-case and the 0-case. In the onto-case the web
application is developed with ontologies being applied whenever possible and
justifiable by the requirements.If some of the requirements are impossible to
fulfill by applying an ontology then a traditional approach may be used.
WEBMO uses Web Objects (WO) to estimate size of a web application
and employs the following WO predictors [8]: Internal Logical Files, Multimedia
Files, Web Building Blocks, Scripts, Links, External Interface Files, External
Inputs, External Outputs and External Queries. The predictors employ ranks
(low, average and high) to take into account varying complexity of web objects.
We assume that all the external predictors to be beyond the control of an
application developer. Therefore, the external predictors stay the same in the
onto-case and the 0-case. The Multimedia Files and Links predictors are also
unchangeable across the cases because they represent the content of the application and the way it is presented to the user and we assume that these factors
are not affectable by an ontology.
The Web Building Blocks predictor represents reusable software components
employed in the application. The building blocks are used to directly provide
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the requested functionality or required by the application design. By applying
an ontology in the web application an additional building block is required to
represent an ontology-related middleware. In the onto-case this block can be seen
as a replacement to a corresponding middleware used in the 0-case, thus, causing
no relative impact on application size. If the ontology-related middleware has
no counterpart in the 0-case then the impact on the web application size will be
marginal: in WEBMO one building block can be accounted to at most 6 WO
with an average web application having around 300 WO [9].
An ontology can be applied as an Internal Logical File if an application directly employs ontological representation to express its data structures and/or
applicable functions. Such a solution usually imposes significant performance
costs related to the generality of the representation mechanism employed in
ontologies but provides developers with a structurally and semantically unified representation mechanism. The main consequence of the generality is that
ontology-based Internal Logical Files are likely to have the higher rank than
those in the 0-case. Considering that the difference between the neighboring
ranks is 5 WO, we can expect a 5 × numOf Af f ectedILF increase of web application size in the onto-case.
Ontologies are able to decrease the Scripts predictor that estimates the effort needed to connect the Internal Logical Files and the Web Building Blocks.
Ontologies supply internal files with a unified representation mechanism. This
broadens applicability of a script to a greater number of internal files. The average rank for a script is 3 WO potentially resulting in a 3×numOf RemovedScrips
decrease in size.
To summarize, we apply our estimations to a typical web application described in [2]. The described application contains 356 WO with: 3 internal logical files (2 with the average rank and 1 with the high rank); 4 scripts (3 with
the low rank and 1 with the average rank). Assuming that 2 internal logical
files and 1 (averagely ranked) script are affected in the onto-case we will get
the 6 + 2 × 3 − 1 × 3 = 9W O or 100% × 9/356 = 2.5% increase in application
size. Such a subtle change allows us to conclude that ontologies do not have a
significant impact on size of an average web application.

3.2

Cost Drivers

In our analysis we have assigned the nominal values to the cost drivers taking
place in the reference case. In the onto-case we will consider each cost driver
and will either change the nominal rank of the driver to the next lower/higher
or leave it unchanged (Table 3.1).
The CPLX cost driver represents requirements to reliability of the product and reflects complexity of its architecture. We believe that presence of an
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Table 1. Cost drivers in WEBMO (adapted from [2]).

Cost Driver
Product Reliability
and
Complexity
(CPLX)
Values
Platform Difficulty
(PDIF)
Values
Personnel Capabilities (PERS)
Values
Personnel Experience (PREX)
Values
Facilities (FCIL)

Values
Schedule
Constraints (SCED)
Values
Planned
(RUSE)

Low
Client/server, some
math, file management, limited distribution.
0.85
Few
platform
changes, few resource problems.
0.87
35th percentile, minor delays due to
turnover.
1.35
≤ 6 months, some
experience.
1.19
Multisite,
some
collaboration, basic
CASE.
1.13
Must shorten, 85%
of nominal value.

1.15
Reuse Not used.

Values
–
Teamwork (TEAM) Little shared vision,
marginally effective
teamwork.
Values
1.31
Process Efficiency Project-based pro(PEFF)
cess, rely on leadership.
Values
1.20

Ratings
Nominal
High
Client/server,
Client/server, wide
full
distribution, distribution, math
databases, integra- intensive.
tion.
1.0
1.30
Stable
platform, Platform
often
must
watch
re- changes, lack of resource usage.
sources a problem.
1.0
1.21
55th
percentile, 75th
percentile,
few delays due to rare delays due to
turnover.
turnover.
1.0
0.75
≤ 1 year, average ≤ 3 years, above avexperience.
erage experience.
1.0
0.87
One
complex, Same
building,
teams, good tools. teamwork,
integrated tools.
1.0
0.85
Keep as is, nominal Can relax some,
value.
120% of nominal
value.
1.0
1.05
Unplanned reuse.
Planned reuse of
component libraries.
1.0
1.25
Some shared vision, Considerable shared
functional teams.
vision, strong team
cohesion.
1.0
0.75
Streamlined
pro- Efficient
process,
cess, rely on process. best way to do job.
1.0

0.85

Very High
Client/server, full
distribution, collaborative.
1.67
Platform unstable,
resources limited.
1.41
90th
percentile,
no delays due to
turnover.
0.58
≤ 6 years, lots of experience.
0.71
Co-located,
integrated collaborative
tools, etc.
0.68
Can extend, 140% of
nominal value.
1.10
Systematic
reuse
based on architecture.
1.48
Extensive
shared
vision, exceptional
team cohesion.
0.62
Effective
process,
people want to use
it.
0.65

ontology does not change reliability requirements. Insignificant increase of complexity of the architecture does not justify assignment of the high rank to this
cost driver.
PDIF estimates difficulty of a target application platform. Ontology-oriented
API’s and middleware are available but still far from maturity. Beside that,
application of ontologies requires additional (often significant) computational
and memory resources. Taking all these into account we have assigned the high
rank to the PDIF driver. Similar arguments are applicable to the FCIL driver
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the rank of which is likely to be reduced due to the lack of advanced tool support
for ontology-related tasks and the lack of well-established methodologies.
Personnel capabilities are unaffected by ontologies allowing us to keep the
nominal rank for the PERS driver. Unlike general personnel capabilities, its average experience will be affected. The reason for this is that due to the lack
of ontology-related expertise an average development team of 3-5 members [2]
will be unable to sustain the nominal level of experience (≤1 year) if exposed
to the ontology engineering field. On the other hand, an ontology captures domain knowledge and in this way improves expertise of the development team
compensating the lack of ontology-related expertise. Therefore, we have decided
to leave the PREX cost driver unchanged for the early phase of ontology acceptance. We believe that when the maturity phase is achieved the PREX cost
driver is even likely to be improved by enabling easy integration of knowledge
captured in ontologies into the development team.
Ontologies do not affect schedule constraints preserving the nominal value for
the SCED driver. Since ontologies encourage reuse of software we can conclude
that the overall amount of planned reuse (the RUSE driver) can be assigned
the high rank. Moreover, an ontology facilitates sharing of knowledge positively
affecting teamwork and improving team cohesion (the TEAM driver).
We believe that the process efficiency (PEFF) cost driver is also affected by
an ontology. Process efficiency is inversely proportional to the efforts associated
with development process. Our analysis of a variety of effort-related quality
indicators has demonstrated that many of them can be improved by applying
ontologies to the development process [3].
Table 3.2 provides the values for the cost drivers in the considered cases: the
reference 0-case, and two onto-subcases that correspond to different stages of
ontology acceptance. In the onto-case transition phase WEBMO predicts a 9%
increase, and in the maturity phase – a 48% decrease of the cost drivers’ value.
We think that the initial increase of cost drivers is unavoidable for almost any
technology to be adopted and the 9% increase in the onto-case is a reasonable
one. We believe that these numbers provide us with quite assuring indication
of potential of ontologies to significantly improve the efficiency of development
process on a long term.

4

Discussion

The maturity phase of the onto-case reflects a number of aspects of the transition to the ontology-enabled web application development. The PDIF and FCIL
drivers describe the technological side of the process. Currently we observe a
lack of the technological support (case-tools, middleware) for ontology-related
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Table 2. The effect of an ontology on the WEBMO cost drivers. Three cases are considered: 1) 0-case
– no ontology is applied; 2) onto-case, transition phase – ontologies are applied for the first time to
development process; 3) onto-case, maturity phase – ontologies have been applied for some time. The
cost drivers that do not change across the cases are skipped.

0-case, nominal values
onto-case, transition phase
onto-case, maturity phase

PDIF
1
1.21
1

PREX
1
1
0.87

FCIL
1
1.13
1

RUSE
1
1.25
1.48

TEAM
1
0.75
0.62

PEFF
1
0.85
0.65

Conto
100%
109%
52%

tasks which has resulted in the low ranking of these cost drivers in the transition
phase. We believe that in the nearest future these aspects will reach the level of
state-of-the-art web technologies.
The RUSE cost driver reflects the major shift towards improving reusability
of design artifacts (software components, application domain models, design
documentation etc) encouraged by ontologies. The improved reusability requires
additional effort reflected in the high rank of the driver. In the long run this
will positively affect all phases of the development process and will significantly
improve the overall effectiveness and efficiency of the development process.
The PREX, TEAM and PEFF cost drivers indicate the directions for improvements caused by ontologies. An ontology improves the PREX driver by
enabling easy transfer of domain-specific knowledge into a development team.
The TEAM driver reflects the ability of ontologies to provide the development
team with a unified conceptual view on the application domain. This improves
communication within the team as well as between the team and the external
world. The PEFF driver indicates the overall impact of an ontology on development process caused by the improvements in knowledge transfer, communication
and reusability.
Our analysis demonstrated that an ontology has a marginal impact on size
of a web application. We expect around 2.5% increase of application size for
an average web application. This combined with the 9% increase of the cost
drivers associated with use of ontologies in software development process results
in around (11 ± 22)% increase of development effort.
The initial increase is typical for any technique under adoption and in our
case it can also be accounted to the instability and immaturity of the ontologyrelated fields. In addition, we believe that the increased effort is likely to improve
the quality of a web application and we are going to elaborate on this issue in
our future work.
As demonstrated by the maturity phase of the onto-case, ontologies do have
a significant potential that may result in (47 ± 11)% decrease of development
effort caused primarily by the improvements of teamwork and overall process
efficiency. Though we think that such dramatic decrease is unlikely to be achieved
in practice there is an assuring indication of an expected substantial decrease
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in development effort associated with introduction of ontologies into software
engineering process. We believe that a given level of quality can be achieved
with less effort if an ontology is applied.
Cost-effectiveness of reuse of knowledge captured in an ontology was experimentally investigated in [10]. The authors concluded that in spite of significant
translation and adaptation effort ontology reuse proved to be cost-effective. This
confirms our theoretical analysis.

5

Conclusions

We have applied the WEBMO model to analyze the effect of an ontology on
web application development effort. The reported numbers should be regarded
as preliminary due to a) restrictive underlying assumptions caused by lack of
established methodologies for estimating effort associated with ontology-related
activities (ontology evaluation, adaptation etc) b) difficulties in empirical confirmation caused by insufficient data on ontology-based web application development. Nevertheless, we believe that the presented analysis is good starting point
in gaining structured insights into practical aspects of employing ontologies in
web application development.
Our analysis indicated that web application development effort is affected
by an ontology. For an average web application an ontology is estimated to
cause a marginal increase of its size. WEBMO indicated that a noticeable 10%
increase in overall development effort may occur during the ontology adoption
phase. Such an increase can be explained by a novelty and developing nature of
ontology-related methodologies and techniques. Moreover, we believe that the
initial effort can be also justified by expected quality gains, though additional
research is needed to investigate this matter.
In the long run, WEBMO predicts an ontology to cause a significant 50%
decrease in web application development effort. This becomes possible due to
the ability of ontologies to facilitate transfer of application domain knowledge
into a development team, to provide a unified conceptual view improving communication within the development team as well as between the team and the
external world, to improve reusability of design artefacts (software components,
design documentation etc) and, as a result, to considerably improve efficiency
and effectiveness of conventional development techniques.
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Abstract. This paper describes steps taken towards creating personal learner profile that would be used with various Web-based educational systems. Traditionally, in
classrooms instruction is intended for the ‘average’ student and everyone is expected to
progress at the same rate. In order to obtain student-centered learning it is necessary
to understand that students come with different cognitive characteristics like individual
learning style or motivation, demanding adaptation of Web-based educational systems
to the needs of the individual learner. Modern learning technology can support teaching
and learning process and requires representing learner model information. The paper
presents approach to building cognitive learner profile for Web-based education (WBE).

1

Introduction

Delivering web-based educational materials has advantage that the same content
is delivered to a number of students, regardless of time or place. At the same
time using the web just for delivery doesn’t utilize its full potentials. Web-based
learning is offering a feature that is not easily applicable in traditional teaching
process and it is tailoring instruction to individual learner.
The importance of building personal learner profile for various Web-based
educational systems, especially for adaptive and intelligent Web-based educational systems (AIWBES) is pointed out many times [1], [2], [3]. Adaptivity is
obtained by building a model of goals, preferences and knowledge of each individual learner. Depending on available information about learner and AIWBES
features, a certain degree of adaptivity can be achieved.
Adaptivity, at a certain level, has to simulate a human tutor who is constantly in a position to adapt itself to the individual learner according to the
learner knowledge, cognitive and intellectual skills, preferred learning style etc.
Adaptivity of a Web-based educational systems assumes collecting information
about the student working with the system and creating the appropriate student model, which can than be further used to adapt the presentation of the
learning material, navigation through it, and sequencing and annotation to the
student. As from the learners’ perspective it supports pro-active learning that
at the same time adapt itself to the potentials and needs of individual learner.
Many student models are built from “a scratch”, but as the technology advances, a reusable and sharable student models are becoming important issues
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and characterize the next generation of Web-based educational systems. In creating reusable student models, ontologies play a great role as a mean for conceptual specification. Building ontology-based learner model has to ensure that
the student description of personal information like preferences or skills, and
machine-held index of learner information use the same vocabulary. Such shared
vocabulary ensures that terms used for describing, using and searching learner
data are used consistently.
Our learner model ontology, named LeMONT provide necessary armature
around which student model knowledge base will be built. LeMONT as a sharable
ontology, containing common vocabulary for representing different learner information, will be placed on Web-server and accessible for various web-based
applications. Such design provide reusability of learner information, easy access
and possibility for comparing learners trough different parameters, as well as,
searching for a specific learner characteristics.
In developing learner model ontology we used IMS Learner Information Packaging (LIP) specification [4], [5], to present various learner information like personal data, specific learner characteristics (motivation, learning style, accessibility), learning history, learning goals etc.
The benefits of using LeMONT ontology are numerous, providing standardized way of representing learner information and its usage in various educational
systems, as well as, for tracking information on long life learning. For providing semantic interoperability of educational application on the Web, our learner
model ontology should help any system that use it, to exchange its information
with other systems.

2

Adaptive and personalized learning

Numerous work is done under the theme of adaptive and personalized learning,
pointing out its importance. The idea itself is not new, and modern learning
technology is benefiting from it. In contrast to classroom learning, information
technologies can adjust the pace, sequence, content and method of instruction
to better fit each student’s learning style, interest and goals [6]. Studies comparing traditional classroom instruction to individually tailored instruction in
e-learning environment show gradually improvement [7]. Intelligent tutoring systems with more adaptive learning features turned to best emulate one-to-one
tutoring process.
Individualization of tutoring process is closely connected to individual learner
characteristics. In [8] it is pointed out that individualization of teaching process
has to be performed according to individual learners’ abilities and individual
learning speed. Also, it has to be considered that the same learning situation motivate individual students in different way. Bloom claims that successful learning
(depends on causal relationship of cognitive and affective learner abilities, quality
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Fig. 1. Variables in Blooms’ learning model

of teaching process and learning outcomes [9]. Then, according to these information adapt the quality and length of instruction to each learner. He points out
that the prerequisite for successful learning is the knowledge about learner’s cognitive and affective abilities and in accordance with individual learner abilities.
According to Bloom, cognitive characteristics participate with 50%, affective
characteristics 25% and quality of teaching process 25% in learning achievement. Cognitive characteristics include intellectual skills, learning skills, habits
and previous learning results. Affective characteristics describe learners’ personalized attitude of own personality and abilities. The quality of teaching process
has to be determined by individual learner characteristic and returned information about learners achievements.

3

Adaptation according to Psychological-Factors

Recently, plenty research has been done on incorporating different psychological
factors to direct teaching process. In [10] it is stressed that adaptivity needs
to cover more than is proposed in [2], naming it adaptation to psychological
factors including cognitive style, learning strategy, learning modality, and skills.
Adaptation is performed by matching the learner preferences with set of learning
objects according to pre-defined rules.
In [11], a mechanism is developed to model student’s learning styles and
present the matching content to individual student, based on the Felder-Silverman
Learning Style Theory. Using a pre-course questionnaire to determine a student’s
learning style or the student may choose the default style and then provided
with material according to his individual learning style. The efficiency of student learning with the prototype presented has not yet been tested.
The overview of learning style models that have been used effectively in engineering education and importance of understanding individual learning styles
is emphasized in [12]. A number of applications, both in traditional teaching
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and computer based training, have proven that student performance levels and
attitudes improved considerably.
The question on validity of learning style instruments is still under consideration. In [13] emphasize that both low and average achievers earn higher scores
on standardized achievement tests and aptitude tests when taught through their
learning styles preferences, and there is no single preference is better than any
other and keeps changing over time for individual learner.

4

Ontological support for learner modeling

In order to support individualization of instruction for Web-based education a
cognitive learner model has to be defined. Knowing psychological factors that
influence the learning process for each individual student enable adaptation of
Web-based educational system according to personal strengths and weaknesses.
Beside learner modeling, it is also necessary to include pedagogical issues such
as different learning theories, with rules for guiding teaching process according
to various learning styles, to support intelligent teaching and learning through
Web-based educational systems. We bear in mind that the knowledge about
learner and pedagogical knowledge has to be reused by different systems, not
only to Web-based educational systems, but also by learning management systems (LMS), skills management systems or any system requiring knowledge
about learners and pedagogical issues. In order to provide reusability, knowledge
should be made available in machine-understandable and processable form.
Building learner model ontology provide a set of knowledge terms, vocabulary
and semantic interconnections, together with simple rules of inference and logic.
The ontologies are used to ensure that teacher description of student abilities
and machine-held index of skills and abilities use the same vocabulary. Once a
shareable and reusable learner model ontology is developed, it can be stored on
Web server and can be reused by a number of Web-based educational systems.
Creating a learner profile that rely on proposed ontology offer many possibilities
for developing intelligent educational systems. Also, learner model ontology can
be well used for managing learner skills, in terms of comparing, searching, finding
gaps or just for having insight of intellectual capital of the groups of learners.

5

The underlying ontology

According to the GET-BITS framework for building ITS [14] we have developed
some pedagogical ontologies. They are applicable in different Web-based ITS
and with selected domain ontology for representing various domain knowledge.
Learner model ontology has to capture a big amount of meta-data describing all necessary concepts and the relationships between them. We wanted to
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include all concepts that are needed to construct a rich learner profile comprising
personal data, preferences, psychological factors, competencies, etc.
As a starting point for developing learner model ontology we used Information Management System Learner Information Package specification (IMS
LIP) [5]. IMS LIP is structured in eleven groupings and include: Identification,
Goal, QCL (Qualifications, Certifications and Licenses), Accessibility, Activity,
Competence, Interest, Affiliation, Security Key and Relationship. Since tailoring
instruction to the individual learner can give better results if knowing better the
person, we extended the IMS LIP groupings with psychological characteristics
that can guide teaching process.
A part of the knowledge structure represented with well known psychological
concepts [6], [8],[9],[15] is given on Fig. 2.

Psychological characteristics

Psychomotor

Cognitive
Bloom’s taxonomy

Learning styles

Affective

Achievement
motivation

Self-efficacy

Aspiration level

Felder-Silverman Myers-Briggs
Kolb
type indicator
learning style learning style
Reflectors Activist Theorist Practical

Fig. 2. Psychological concepts in learner model ontology

The proposed knowledge structure for Psychological characteristics (which
is not completed) grouping comprise concepts that have influence on teaching
process and can direct activities in learning. For instance, persons with low value
for Self-efficacy needs to be presented with smaller portion of learning material,
and persons with high Self-efficacy should be presented with bigger curriculum
parts [9]. Also, learners with low Aspiration level need to have a continuous
feeling of prosper to motivate them. As for cognitive characteristics Learning
styles concept should be used in guiding learning process and Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives concept is used as a well established taxonomy
for categorizing level of abstraction of test questions. It is important to stress
that general research activity in the area of psychological characteristics has
significant results that are confirmed in practice.
Based on the eleven IMS LIP concepts and extension of these concepts, their
relationships and attributes, we developed learner model ontology to be used
with Web-based educational systems.
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Design and implementation

Based on the proposed knowledge structure from Fig. 2, we developed learner
model ontology enhanced with psychological parameters for tailoring the teaching process. We used Protégé-2000 ontology development environment [16] for
ontology design.

Fig. 3. Psychological characteristics ontology created in Protégé-2000

In order to create sharable and reusable learner model ontology we converted them into RDF Schemata. As previously said our learner model ontology
LeMONT is based on IMS LIP specification and has twelve groupings with extended concept of Psychological characteristics. By now in its Cognitive concept
includes Bloom’s taxonomy of educational objectives as classification framework
for determining the deepness of learner achievement, and Learning style concept
including four learning style models that have been used effectively in education. That way, Kolb learning style concept is used for classification of students
as having a preference for 1) concrete experience or abstract conceptualization
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(how they take information in), and 2) active experimentation or reflective observation (how they internalize information).
In the process of defining psychological concepts of learner ontology we relied on previous psychological research and we also had a help of educational
psychologist as a domain expert. We are aware that our ontology lacks some
concepts, but it is left to be completed and refined after further consulting with
domain experts.
When ontology comes to the satisfactory conceptualization it can be used in
various Web-based educational applications, and for comparing and searching
students skills, grouping students for possible collaboration, transfer of student
data electronically, producing a lifelong record of achievement.

7

Conclusions

The steps towards creating cognitive learner model ontology are taken and our
intention is to enrich the ontology with other important concepts and their
relationships. The GET-BITS framework requires also that its pedagogical ontology evolve, so that concepts from learner model ontology and pedagogical
ontology can be interrelated. This would ensure semantic interoperability across
Web-based educational systems, tools and servers. We will continue developing
GET-BITS ontologies and have a strong belief that they will be of a great usage
for developing Web-based educational systems that can tailor instructions to
the individual learners. It should be also stressed out that our learner model ontology now just provide a shared vocabulary of learner cognitive characteristics
and our next step would be building learner modeling component which would
commit to LeMONT ontology and to test the efficiency of student learning.
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